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St_f_RY
Over _ha _poe_fi_.d range of thrust level (444.8 N or I00 Ibf to 13245 N or
3000 ibf) and chamber pre_sur_ (13.8 N/cm _ or 20 p_la to 689.5 N/cm2 or 1000 psla)
ilia_hrust chamber cooling limits wore o_tabIAshod for re_,nor;_tlv_/radiatlona,,d
film/radiation eoo$ing using sp_clflo,d analysi_ guldetlno.s. For rogonorntlve/
radiation-cooled thrust ohnmbors, the maximum chamber prossttra at a given
thrust was limited primar:Ll.y hy the infix|mum coolant Math nttnlbor and the
material wall temparaturo limit. The minimum chamber preafluro was limited by
two-phase heat transfer. The I+O2/tt2 regenerative./radiation-cooled thrust
chamber provided !:he largest chamber pressure vormta thrust operational
envelope. Using the mpeciftod tmalysis guidelines, LO2/RP-1 regenerative/
radtattnn cooking wa_ found unfeasible; however, with a ga_-slde carbon layer
(physical thermal barrier), a feasible operational regime was achieved. An
extended thrust chamber cooling capability analysis was also performed using
physical thermal barriers at_d more optimistic analysis guidelines.
The LO2/H 2 and LO2/RP-I film/radlation-coolad thrust chambers were limited to
low chamber pressures, and LO2/CH4 film/radiation-cooled thrust chambers were
not feasible. These thrust chambers were limited by _he maximum material
temperature limit and the film-cooled performance loss limit of i0%.
The results of thrust chamber heat transfer analysis were used to perform the
initial engine cycle/conflguratlon matrix screening. For the resulting engine
cycle/configuration matrix, the engine cycle limits were determined by per-
forming individual cycle balances. The fuel-cell-powered cycle engine achieved
the maximum study chamber pressure over the entire thrust range. The other
pump-fed engines achieved cycle limits below the thrust chamber cooling limits
for most of the thrust range. Therefore, for the+most part, the engine cycle
limited the maximum achievable chamber pressure at a given thrust level. In
addition, parametric thrust chamber performance and engine weight were generated
for a 400-to-i area ratio nozzle.
To select the two engine cycle/configuratlons for the preliminary engine
design, the candidate engine cycle/configuratlons were rated according to the
maximum achievable chamber pressure, delivered specific impulse, engine
weight, and configuration complexity. For the LO2/H 2 engines, the direct
expander cycle engine achieved the highest overall rating. For the LO2/Hydro-
carbon engines, the LO2/CH 4 direct expander cycle engine obtained the highest
overall rating. Therefore, these two engine configurations were recommended
and approved for preliminary engine design. NASA-LeRC selected a design thrust
of 2224.1 N (500 Ibf) for the preliminary designs.
The design chamber pressures for these two engines were established through an
iteration of engine cycle balances and de_ailed pump, turbine, and thrust
chamber heat transfer analyses. A summary of the pertinent preliminary design
point engine data is presented for the LO2/H 2 and LO2/CH 4 engines in Table I .
The LO2/H 2 engine resulted in a higher design chamber pressure and, therefore,
had slightly smaller dimensions. However, the LO2/CH4 engine achieved a
lighter engine, due to smaller pumps. The LO2/H 2 engine attained a significantly
higher specific impulse (approximately 29% higher) due to the llghter-molecular-
weight propellant and the higher design chamber pressure. Engine cycle balances
were performed at the design point (nominal mixture ratio) and aL +_lO%]mlxture
off-deslgn conditions.
1
• ° . .
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TABLI_ I. PRELIMINARY ENGIN_ DESI_,N _L_IHAR¥
PROPELLANTCOMBINATION LO2/H2 LO2/CH4
THRUST,N (lbf) 500 500
CYCLE DIRECTEXPANDER DIRECTEXPANDER
COOLING REGENERATIVE/RADIATIONREGENERATIVE/RADIATION




- NOZZLEEXTENSION 400 400
. FIXEDNOZZLE 200 200
SPECIFICIMPULSE,N-sec/ 4564.5(_5.45) 3543 (361.29)
kg (LBF-SEC/LBM)
WEIGHT,kg (LBM) 28.46 (62.75) 25.8 (56.8?)
RETRACTEDENGINELENGTH, 56.2 (22.13) 56.6 (22.28)
cm(INCHES)
TOTAL_NGI_E(EXTENDEr,. 91.9 (36.19) 94.1 (37.06)
LENGTH,cm (INCHES)
MAXIMUMENGINEDIAMETER, 42.29 (16.65) 43.7 (17.22)
cm (INCHES)
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Engino d_ign dr_lwlngs w_:ro pr_qlarttd for both _ngint_a. and pump and .[n.l_.ctor
component drawiug_ wore pr_parad to i tlu_tr_tc, pr¢,l.tn_tnary comp_n_nt cheat gas,
ffpdatod param¢_trIc ongin_ pL_rformanao, ongine, d[mon_lona, and _,ngtne. woip, ht_
w_rv gtm_ratod for [h_ study thrust, c.hamb_r prvntmr_, and noz_.lt; araa ratio
tango. Tho LO2/H 2 ongtnon off_r a t0% dL:ltw, rc, d ap_ctf.tc tmpu.|t_¢_ tncroant,
with a alight ongino w_lght penalty aa compar_d to tho 1,02/CH 4 _ag/.nos, Foc
tho name thrust, chamht_r pr_aauro, and area ratio, thu _ngino l_mgth and diam-
t_tor w_ro uasentially Cho same for the two propt, tlant combinations. Th_
parametrl.c ¢_ngtn_ performanct_ data for I,O2/H 2 t_nginoa [udlcated a significant
performance galn wl_h high art, a ratio _ozzl_,s.
Eng'Lni._technology advanc_,mcnt required and thost_which could load to further
tmglnu porformnnc_:, w_,J_;h_,and slzc Improvo.mcnt are prusont_d and discussed,
It4TRODU_:TrOH
An atlalytical study was performed to twaluate thrust chamber cooling, engine
cycle.st and pr_liminary engine det_lRna for low--thrust chemical ru_'kt_t euglnLm
for orbit-.trnnsfor vvhicle_, Thl_ owtlu_ltlf)n w/is t.otlduetod for t)xv_t,tl]b.vdrop, on
(LO2/!12) , oxygen]metllnne (LO2]C114), and oxygon/RP..1 (LO2/ItP-1) vl)_tl_Om _Itl) thrtl,t
level, front 4/_4,/4 N (JO0 poutgdA) to 1'i_45 N (3{}00 ptltlntis) ¢lntl ,:lltlmbor [lrotctHteofl
from 13.8 N/,:m 2 (20 pntft) to 689._ N/urn2 (1000 lml_l). The otttdv provld,m NASA
lmd vohtol.e doslgnerA with theoretiCAl propoll_mt perform_mt:o dntn, thrust
eh_tr0bor co_]lng limlt_, parametric cnRJnt, dat,lt proll.minary engine do_lgn_ and
[d_mrfficaefon (_f roqtrirod to.ehnology l rt,mH rind ,tdvanc_fl,
' Propoll_lnt phy._icat lind thermodynnmtc properties, theoretical propellant per-
formitnco dat_l, _md transport pruporties were generaUed, organized, 0nd docu-
mented for t.he three propellant eombln_ttious, The thrust chamber cooling
limits for regenerative/rAdiation and film/radiation cooling were defined and
parametric hunt transfer data were generated for use in the engine cycle anAl-
ysis. A conceptual evaluation of a number of engine cycles, including both
pump- and pressure-fed engines wa_ performed along with the generation of
parametric engine data. Based on this evaluation, one hO2/ll2 engine cycle/
configuration and one LO2/Cll4 engine cycle/conflguration wore chosen and
recommended co NASA-LeRC for pre]imlnary englne design. These low-_hrust
engine cycle/conflgurations were approved by NASA-LeRC, and preliminary
engine designs were formulated and updated parametric engine data (delivered
speclflc impulse, engine dimensions, and engine weight) were generated,
Engine design drawlngs were prepared and an assessment of technoiogy roqulred
was performed.
A,
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DISCUSSION
PROPELLANT PROPERTIES AND PERFORMANCE
Tho _hooretlcnl propL_llan_ p_:rformance data (charncL_rlstlc veloelty and
_peciftc impulse) and _ho propellant transport property data for LO2/R 2,
LO2/CH 4, and LO2/RP-I ) generated for this program are pro.nentod tn
Appendixes A and B. The format of the plotted theoretical data i_ illustrated
in Fig. I ,
Tht_ characteristic velocity is plotted re, tHus mixture ratio [or parametric
chamber pressure and two t?uol inject:ion temperatures. The theoretical v;lcttum
specific impulse Is plotted versus mixture ratio for parametric area ratio
and five chamber pressures and two fuel injOction temperatures,
The variation of the following combustion chamber gas transport properties
with chamber pressure and mixture ratio were plotted for each propellant:
I. Combustion temperature
2. Molecular weight
3. Specific heat (Cp )frozen
4. Specific heat ratio (y)
5. Density





The thrust chnmbcr cooling lJmLts (llmxlnnun and minimum clmmb_r prL_Hmlros) wore
ol_cabl Ished for 1,02/1l _ , LO._/CII,.. 1111dLtI._/RP_I tlt_lag fuel rt, goner_lt lye/
radlathm-coolint_ dnd_f I ltn_rad'l:lt lon-eo(i [hl_, Dt,ta fled coo I:mt paHs:lgo
fiOOlltotry lllld w,111 tOmlmrllttn-o el:its wi,re ¢:llculat.d for ;i llulnber of l|IrtlHE ch:it1|-
her d_HLpnn, in _lddlll.ll, lh¢, thrti_t chnmhor heal hlput Hlld ¢oolallt pr_mmro
drop p,'lr#ll11L_tri.L:dale wol-o dett_rllllned for thq throe, propoJlollt uoml_.lliHllonH ftlr
use In the l,n_lno uyclc:/uonl I_,llr/Itiotl _valllat_Jon.
TIm meier analysis guldol Ine,r used In the thrust chamber cooling evaluation
,Irepresented In Table 2 , The comb.st:Ion chambers were to be sized (chamber
length and contracthm retie) to achieve a combustion efficiency o£ 98% or
greater, The nozzle contour evaluated was an aerodynamic optimum 90% length,
400-to-I area ratio nozzle.
In the heat transfer analysis, the existence of a gas-slde carbon layer for the
hydrocarbon-fueled propel/ants (LO2/CH4 and LO2/RP-I ) was to be neglected and
for RP-I, a coking temperature limit of 561 K (550 F) was to be asstmled.
A gas-sldo carbon layer can greatly reduce the local heat flux and coolant
heat input through the Insulating characteristic of the carbon layer, llowever,
the existence of carbon layer subsequent to an engine shutdown and its tran-
sient bt,ildup to sufficient protective thicknesses during an engine start has
been questioned and, therefore, the carbon layer Influence was neglected as
specified by the ,nalysis guidelines. The eoktng of the hydrocarbon fuel ts
the thermal decomposition of the ftml on the coolant side of the regenerative-
cooled thrust chamber coolant passage. The resulting thermal [n_ulating
deposits on the coolant alde wall are detrimental and eventually result In
wall failure. IncreasLng this coking limit through fuel refinement and/or
surface catalytlc influence would improve the cooling of RP-I cooled thrust
chambers.
In addition to the analysis guidelines presonted in Table 2 , assumptions were
made that included:
1. Maximum coolant curvature enhancement factor = 1.4
2. Internal tube or channel roughness = 60 mtcroinehes
3. Rlpplc factor (.HeatInput Surface Area)Project Area
a. Tube ripple factor = 1.11
b. Chnnnel ripple factor - 1.00
4. Coolant pressure drop included:
a. '1'_o velocity head return manifold loss





• Gilt:Hit at a ml_tare rnll_ of _1.7
• Ol/llPol I1_ II mlntuca ratio of |.0
I_nillnll 511a • Thl'_*_ll loft t,_ _OOOI._und_
• ChMlmr Pros_,.re: ,_0 to I000 p_hl
• iO01l ara4 tntlo nnlple wllh _Olt lnnqth
Per formrrl(i • _l_ll rr_hll_ ! h,_ nf f Ic ten_y
• PIIm/rndinthm _=mleJ ¢l_nllq,rAthm
P¢INIIIII (i) I ) • O..qO Pcmhl: (11.) ," 0.9_ItLR +s flLIA
I I III II -_ _ I I
Ca_lSulh_r legnnetat lye-Celled Cant 19Hilt hml
Ge_lt'y • Nontubular construction (I.n. o _honrals)
0 C_olentchannel dlm_tl_ 1trolls
• Hlnl_ channel width e 0',0) Inch
• Rlnlmum m_h thh:kness * O.O) inch
• Nlntmumwall thlckenss * 0.0;1_ Inch
• #axlmum' channel de|tth-to-wldth rntlo " _1:1
,,, i i i
NO_III Geometry • IlO_ll area ratio hal|to with 90t lel_th
4 It•diet I_n-o_oled _ect Irm (crl Sir hm to be determined)
• Re_eneratlYe/radl{It Ion c_tod cant l_turet Ion
a Tubular construction
a IAl_lmum _l.ll thlc.kne_$ - O.OlO I_¢.h
thrutt (hlmber • Regeneretlve/radlatlcm cooflnq
Naterlel 0 ¢ombutlor: copper-base alloy or nickel _ VIth NA•A-LeRC
• NOlllle: _tnlnlest steel
• Radiation section: TOD _ concurrence
• ¢1 Ira/radiation ¢oollnt
• TBD
Thrust Chamber • Itegeneratlve/tadlatlo*t cooling
_all temcereture • It_O R for ¢opper-b_Itt alloy (with IiASA-LIR¢ coer.urrqn(:e)
Llmt tt * Caking temperature .limits (tmo coolant heal transfer)
• Radiation se_:tlon! TOO
• fllm/r_llatlon .oollng
• TaO
Hot-Gas Heat • ¢ontoactor In-house methods a.d correlations to be used
Transfer • (_enetlt or carbon deposition and hot-qas wall will be neqlecled
C_x_,_mtlines • C_lent Inlet te_oeratute
Transfer H2: t7,8 R |
An-I: _)7 R | Fui|l
CXk; 201 R I
• Coolent dls_hnrQe pres._ure
_as:Liquld:I,OB71't76x_ PcPc} Nlnl_coolentregenarltlVelnletd|_sl_rge or film
• laa_lmum_uol,_nt velc<ltv {regenerative )
Liquid: _00 ft/sec
Gas: Hath No. " 0,_
• Coklnq Limits
AP-I,,_ruJi_.,_ '. IOlO R
• (LNIlalIt _.tate ,zt la(ket di',_.h,_i*le Wi I_ be _.il_,lle t.ha_a
• CelliSt 11t_ throuqh lacket _._t he _tahle (sta_t tltv crlte_ tn |o be
dpprt_ve_|f_YMA_A-t_ftl.')
C¥_'Ie Life • I i_'1_tnt.,taI L._le_ ti{:_s a _afetv In(tin oF tour
• A_¢ur'ulati_e tt_n ti-la a_. tt_e_*fie,I _,_ ll_l I _st ItrP
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Subsequent to the anatyat_l using throne ,tudy p,ttfd,,l lno_, ,ul extended thrut_t
cllar_bnl: cooling anal yllit, wa_ perforlnod uain_ ale1",, opt tml_tlt' criteria and
thermal barrt.rs whleh Inclttded a t:arbtm la.vvr for I.,O2/RP-I.
Although many Vypon _lf thrunt C-Ilambor reel tug tlppl'otlt, hotl could bo appl:ied for
t h,me low_thruttt tmglnat_, the more ¢onvont,lolllll J|lld prolll I t_ftlg rt, gt,uorat l.vo /
radiation and film/rndtat.l,m cool 111_ motllc_da wt_l'o tq_ooiflotl° Thol_o methods
tlrt_ [llufltratod aehom/it tcnlly !n FI_I. 2 , The rogonorativo/rndiattmi cooling
vonstnt..f two ,_opartlt,:,ly cooled m,etionH which include a rv[_OnOlratlvo-coolod
at,titan truing fuqt forced convect, tort cool tug _md n r_ld:tat.lon-coolt_d noz, zlq
_t,etlou. IIi tht_ fJlm/radt_ltlon ct_olt_d thrnst chamber, the eomhuntlon chamber
' la film cooled and tile no_.:t,l,,_ It, cooled utltng a combination of film tllld radta-
t ion c,o.l lnl;. The film t:ooli.n B in thl_ study wtm anmmled to be injected at
t:ho Juicy.tar. Tn general, ret,,enur_ltiVO cooling ,is uHod in the high Ileal flux
applications, and film and radiation cooling are used in low treat flux appli-
c.ltlons and low heat flux regions o_ a thrust chamber.
A maxiraunl coolant gaseous Nach No, of 0.3 and a maximum liquid velocity of
200 ft/sec were specified. For tile regenor.ltive-cooled portion, tlle ct_mblnod
channel wail combustor (NARloy-Z for hydrogen and RP-I and n,lekot for methane)
and tubular nozzle (stainless steel) configuration was selected to achieve
maxlmaa coellng with a lightweight thrust chamber. For the film- and radiation-
cooled portions, conventional materials (L-605 alloy and molybdenum) were
ewlluated, although more adwmct_d materials such as carbon-carbon composites
may potentially be incorporated.
Thr us t Chamber Geome try.
Combustion Chamber. The combustion chamber Injector-to-throat length and con-
traction ratio were sized to deliver greater than the required 98% combustion
efficiency. The LO2/RP-1 and LO2/H, _ data were obtained using an analytical-
empirical computer program based on'a curve-fit of existing engine test data.
This type of data does not exist for LO2/CH4; therefore, an interpolating siz-
ing criteria was used.
The LO2/RP-1 sizing criteria have been developed around the vaporl:,atton charac-
teristics of the fuel, RP-I is a liquid hydrocarbon with relatively low vapor
pressure at standard conditions of temperature and pressure. The fuel vis-
cosity and surface tension tend to restrict atomization and vaporization when
compared to the more volatile oxidizer. As a result,combustion performance
is usually tlmited by vaporization of the fuel, and the combustion chamber
size is optimized to provide a combination of tesldenc,; tlmc and relatively
high gas velocity for "stripping" drops, enhancing "secondary breakup", and
droplet heating. These required features lead to long combustion chamber
length and low contraction ratios.
For LOg/If, _, tile fuel is typically iuJected as a gas and, tilers, fore,, fut, I wlpor-
izatton t._ not a problem, l.,iqutd oxygen vaporization can be limiting; however,
the low viscosity, low surface tensions, and high wtpor prt, ssurc of liquid
oxygen results in relative o_l,qe el" atomtz'ltlon ,lad rapid WlpOrlzatton.
° 9
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(B) FILM/RADIATION COOLED CONFIGURATION
Figure 2 . Candidate Thrust Chamber Cooling _lebhods
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Therefore, for I.O,)/H 2 vaporlz,,lt ton it Ia m, ld,)rn a prt)blorn, ._lnco tht_
comhttatiLln parforffianae of 1,O2/ti 9 I-a not part Lculz_rly ntqlHit-lvo tt3 mlxtur¢_ ratio
sir:lotions, mixlng in uauall_ n_compl/sht_d with rt_lattvo CqlHC_, Thane t_harac-
tr_r!H_.tca raRult ill a Hhnrt t,ompnc_ t_ombuation ellambt_r for LO,)/It 2, with a
hlghor cant.root ton ratio than for I,O,)/hydr_watben systnms.
Tho chavac_art_tic_ of LO2/Ctl6 rotlul¢ .in a H.t;_,tllp, criteria whl_ql t_ batwo_n
tha_ for LO2/RP_! and LO2/1t2, Tht_ L02/Ct!6 _-tlmbtmtton chnmber ltm_,th wan
dt, tarm&ned aa an ._wrag_. af _ho hO2/RP_I and LO2/H2 Iongtht_. l,'or thv dotPr-
$Jn/it:[on at" tho ch_tmbtqr cant, tact Ion rntia, an _worago 1iron wan vhamm,
t
"'. rollultlnf,, comhut;tlon _'hamh_w Long,tim and ccmrrautlon r_l_t, for t'ho _hl'u_
elnpP.]]antrl are pr_;t-;olttf, d :l,ll I?lp,. 3 and Fig, 4 , r_,t,Jp.et:lw_ty, In gom,r_ll0
t',ho lower t'.hrtttH tl and hlBhor ¢hamb,_r I_rt,nnuro rt, tmlt :in the fthortor ellm_lbor
lengths and alt._ lutm varlet,Ion in h,nRt:h, Ovt:r the 464,8 N (lO0 I)ound_=} to
13345 N (3000 poundu) thrust ran)_c ahd the 13.8 N/cm 2 (20 pair:) tt_ 689,q N/era 2
(1000 pa,l,a) chamber prefigure range, the [nJecttw-tt_-t'hr.at vartt_d frtlm 8,2(_ em
(3,25 inches) to 55,65 cm (21,91 tnchos), At a fixed thruat and lt)w t, hHmbt, r
prest_ttro, t:._ contraction t'a_to for I,O,)/CHhts hlh, her Chan ft_r I,O2/RP-I. AH
t'_llHmbur prt, ssure is lncrt_ast,d, the cnn_rtlCtton rat l,o ctirvt, s for I,O2/CII 4 ;111d
LO2/RP-1 merge togcehur. At high thrusts and low chamber prossnrea, low con-
t:ractivn ratios are preferred, For the analyzt, d rang_: of thrtmts and chamh_,r
prossurt:s, the chamber contraction ratio varied from 2,15 tt_ 8.b5.
In addition to length and contraction ratio, the other geometrical, parameters
required are the upstream red{its ratio and the maximum convergonct, ramp angle,
The upstre_m_ radius rattn determines the surfm'.e length of the peak heat f'lnx
location and, therefore, a small wtlue of 1,0 Is used. A high convergence
ramp anglo could result in local boundary layer su.par-ttton and resultant
increase in heat fluxes. A maximum angle of 20 degrees was selected to provide
a smooth flow transltlon,
A comparison of the combustion chamber contours for the three p,_opellants at
4448,2 N (lOOO lbf) thrust and a ohm)tuberpressure of 1344,6Nlcm_ (500 psia)
is presented in Fig, 5 .
Nozzle Contour. The definition of the thrust chamber nozzle contour for a
specific art:a ratLo and percent length is dependent on the upstream _md down-
stream throat radii of curvature and the combustion gas properties. Provious
88,964 N (20,000 ]bf) thrust Advant'ed Space Engines studtt_s (Ref. 1) utLllzed an
upstream radius ratio of I,O and a do_mstream radius ratio of 0.392, and achieved
high aerodynamic (geometric) performance. Extensive sabseale nozzle testing was
performed with a 400-to-I nozzle contour and nozzJe wa.'l pressure distributions,
and walt heat transfer distributions were verifttd.
For the low-thrust engine, an Increase_ in the ,tow,,.,4t earn rttdius ratio was
originally thought to significantly b'aprove the rt, action kinetic efficiency
by decreasing the initial rate of u_p:mston of the no=zle flown ttowever, a
One-Dimensional Kinetic (ODK) analysis of a 4448.2 N (lOOt] Ibf) thrust LO,)/H 2
engine at a chamber pressure of ']44. _ N/cm 2 (500 ps:l_) resulted In only 0705Z
increase in kinetic efficiency for an tncret,.s_ it_ the dowustrt, am radius ratio
II
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from 0,392 ga 2.0, Therefore, the c_mventianaL downstream radius ratio value
of 0.392 was used in ¢h_ d_sign of Gila 400-Ca~l area ratio (00% length) nozzle
used in ghia study, The renu!tin_ aerodynamic optimur_ _on_our (nondimanatonnl)
ia shown t n Fig. 6 ,
Gas-S/do, Hast Transfer Coefficient Oiatribugton
The gas-side hoag transfer co,:frigid,at d_atr_butlon for the thrust chambers was
do1:_rmined using existing teat data for leglona near the injector and the
analytical results of the Rock_dyno boundary layer computer program, Thi_
program incorporates an integral aolut:Lo_t to the momentum and energy c_quation_.
This program utilizes an integral method to solve the momentum and energy
equatlons. Solutl_n o£ these equations is accompllshad using a soml_mplrlcal
r_lation between the Stanton number and the energy thickness and b_twe_n the
akin friction coefficient and momentum thickness. The resulting equation for




The ennvactive film coefficient (hg) is then found from the relation:
hg _ 0®U CpNsT® (2)
The Eckert reference temperature Is used to evaluate the film properties.
Injector region test data obtained from a LOg/H 9 water-cooled comhustor was
used to develop the distribution for LO2/H 2 EhrEst chambers. For LO./CII. and
applying anLO2/RP-I, the injector region distributions are determined by z
analytical property correction to the LO2/H 2 test data.
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Gaa-Flida heat tranafcr eoefficlont di, stributlons for tho [ndfvidual thruHt
chamber d_.signa are pr_cntod in the. Ro_.onerattvo Coolillg Ana]y_ts Booties.
Radiatlon Coolipg -Anal_s__l_
Radiation cooling utilizes a high-temperature, hfRh-_waissivity material. AC high
thrust chamber wall temp_raturas, the wall mat,rfal radiates h_mt to the surround-
Ings through the external surface and from the Internal nozzl_ surface. Convon-
tionaZ high-temperature J_ltorlals, L-605 alloy (for use, up to 1367 K er 2000 F
maximum termperature) and molybdenum or columbium (for use up to 1644 K or2500 R
maximum temperature) were ¢va luated. L605 and raolybdcnum wore hot-fired suc-
cessfully £n a Ill N (25 Ibf) thrust LO2/H2 chamber (Ref. 2 ). Molybdenum and
columbium would have to incorporate an oxidation protection coating.
Using the Rocketdyne _ntegral boundary layer computer program, the axial
variation in the radiation-cooled wall temperature with chamber pressure and
thrust _or the LO2/H _, LO_/CHh_ and LO_/RF-I thrust chambers were determined.
The gas-side wall teSperaEure-variatio_ with local nozzle area ratio is shown
in Fig. 7 for LO2/H9 at a thrust level of 4448 N (lO00 Ibf). The influence
of thrust level on w_ll temperature is shown in Fig, 8 for LO2/H 2 at a
chamber pressure of 344.7 N/cm 2 (500 psia).
Due to the higher heat fluxes encountered at the higher chamber pressures, the
wall temperatures increase with increase in chamber pressure at a fixed area
ratio. For a fixed maximum wall temperature limit, this trend results in an
increase in the radiation nozzle attach area ratio with chamber pressure.
Also, higher heat fluxes are experienced at lower thrust levels, and result
in higher wall temperatures.
Using a maximum allowable material temperature limit, the raOiation-cooled
nozzle attach area ratio for the three propellants can be determined directly
from Fig.9 through II. For two representative maximum wall temperature
limits (1367 K or 2000 F and L644 K or 2500 F) the LO2/Hp thrust chambers
resulted in the highest heat fluxes of the three propell_nts and, therefore,
the highest radiation nozzle attach area ratio.
The appllcation of these low-thrust engines in the low earth orbit (LEO) to
geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEe) missions w£11 most llkely mean that these
spacecraft will be launched from the Space Shuttle. As a result, engine length
will be important. Since a retractable nozzle would reduce the engine length
approximately 50%, the incorporation of the retractable nozzle must be serlously
considered even though it increases the engine configuration complexity.
Preliminary engine design evaluations of 4)0-to-I area ratio engines indicated
that the cutoff area ratio for the retractable nozzle should be approximately
200-to-i.
For a regeneratlve/radiatlon-cooled thrust chamber, the retractable portion
of the nozzle would be Ideally radiation cooled. This gre-_tly simplifies
thrust ch_.mlbercoolant plumbing. For a film/radiation-cooled thrust chamber,
the retractable nozzle cutoff area ratio will not Influence the thrust chamber
cooling. These thrust chambers utiliz_ radiation cooling from low _uper_onie
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H1nc_ Cht_ tl_._lt ftux prof tlo is htghost fL_r 1,O._tlt.), 1..(1.)/II9 ll_|tt Ltlo highoa_
n_tach ar_a ra_lo for _1 gtvt, n chamh,,r prt, t_m_r_, "Aaau_Y_tn_;, _ w;_ll L_,mpt_rat.ur_,
limit of 1646 K (2500 F), ;111 t11_ r_tdlatlt_n nozT.lt_ attach arcql ratt_m ;ira lt,nn
thnn 200_o-1 (Fig, 9 ), which wL,nld ,,n_|bla a rt, traL,_nhl._; radt_tton-cot_lr_d
nozzle dtmign ua_ng a 200-l.tt-| attach art, a r_st.[o ft_r npt_c_fl_d rang¢,a of thrutstt_
and chnmh,_r prcnnurt, a,
A t:t_mp_irlnon t_f tha radiation naze.lt, aL_avh ar_l rt_.l.o f_)r th_ thrvo pr_p_l_
lanta _.a pruaanl:od £n F:tg, 12 for 46¢8 _ (1000 11_() thrua_. _'he 1,02/H 2 thrut_t
ch_lmbt_rs would havt_ rh_ high,hat at;tach ar_,a rat t,o for a ftxod chamh_,r prt_t_-
t_ur_, At.tae-h area rat.to _._r L%/Cl[_ and LO,>/RP-t thruat _:hamb_,ra w_,rt, t_l_Ilar,
wlvh tlw wllttt, tl for LO2/RP-I bolnt_ _l.ttd_tly"h)wor a_ tht, hlghvr _'hanll_¢,r
|_ro 14tt Ill't_ tl.
" ,tl -t ..........





Comhinin_ the thrust a_amher contour, the gas-side heat transfer coefficient
diatributlon, thrust chan_er material properties (tharm_l conductivity, yield
strength, ultimate strength. _ntlgue. And stress rupture data), and the thrust
chamber darien conditions (propellant, _hrua_, chamber pressure, mixture r_io,
sealant f!owrata), r_goneratLvo cool._ng nnalyse_ w_ro porferm_d for a numbnr of
_aaoa ualng tho Roekotdyn_ Rogonor_ttvo-Coollng Denlgn/Analy,t_ Cemputor
Program, _s computer program Is capable of oithc_ designing
or analy_ing channel-wail or _ubular_wall coolant pasn_gon, Program output
includes coolant hoa_ input, coolant pressure d_n_rlbution¢ two-dimensional
wall temperature dtnCribu_ions, s_ructural ,afety factors, and cycl_ tlfe.
Those detailud analyses wor_ used to more accurately do,ermine the rogonOra-
tire cooling limits and _o provide r_all_tic rob)fence data In the _enorat,ton
of parametric coolant heat input and coolant prossur_ drop required to per-
form the englnc cycle balances.
Coolant-side H_ac Transfer Coefficient, To provide a r_alistic heat transfer
evaluntlon of't_e_three propellants, the most recent coolant correla_lon for
each of the three fuels was used in the analysis. For hydrogen bulk temper-
atures below 83.3 K (150 R)_ th_ Miller, Seeder, and Tribes correlation
(Ref.3) was used.
Nur 0.0204 Re 0.8 _ 0.4= r err (I + 0.00983 '0 (4)w
%
whe re
Tr = TB + 0.4 (Tw-TB)
And where V and __ are the kinematic viscosity evaluated at the wall and
fluid bulk _empera_ures, respectively.
Above 83.3 K (150 R), the hydrogen coolant-slde film coefficient was deter-
mined using a form of the Dipprey and Sabersky equation modlfled specifically








g(e_ Pr) - 4.7(_*)O'2 for c* >7
_(c_ Pr) - 4.5 + 0,57(_*) 0'75 for c%7
* (C_/2)0.5
RouRhnos_ enhancements aro a function of volativo roughness and Royno],dn num_
her, Typical _nhnneomon_ of 1.2 ar_ readily n_h_ved, whil.n v_u_ a_ h_gh
_In 1.6 _ir_._ po,aibl.o aC. h_gh Roynold_ uumb_r_,
For moHlam,, the standard Nu_m._]._ number correlation with tlw curvature and
ontranc_ pnhanc_,m_o_ fac_or_ was used,
Su = 0.023 Re0'8 er0'4 _c % (6)
For RP-I, the Rocketdy_e correlation dew,loped from the Atlas, Tho_, H-I, and
F-I engine programs was used.
Nu = 0.0056 Re0"95 Pr0'4 % _e (7)
As presented in the analysis guidelines, the coolant curvature enhancement
factor (%), was llm_ted to a maximum of 1,4 (same limitation as for the Space
Shuttle m_in engine and the Advanced Space Engln_). For the two-dlmenslonal
channel wall temperature distribution analyses, th_ full curvature enhance-
ment value is used on the coolant side fo the hot-gas wall. The value is
linearly varied along the side walls (channel height) of the coolant channel
to a value of 1.0 at the channel closeout surface.
Influence of Combustion Chamber Length and Co_traction Ratio. Using the
analysis guidelines of Table 2 and a series cooling circuit, the influence
of combustion chamber length and contraction ratio was determined for use in
the engine cycle balance evaluatlon. The analysis was performed for a
4448 N (lO00-pound thrust 02/H2 NARloy-Z channel wall combustor at a chamber
pressure of 344.7 N/cm _ (500 pain) with a radiation nozzle attach area ratio
of 80-to-l. Coolant channel designs were altered for each chamber length
and contraction ratio to achieve the _me gas-side wall temperature distri-
bution. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, As
shown in Fig. I_, the heat input varied approxlmately linearly with combus-
tion chamber length, but did not vary significantly with chamber contraction
ratio, The coolant pressure drop (Fig.14) increased with chamber length
and decreased with increase in contraction ratio. The pressure drop increase
is merely the result of the increased length. The pressure drop decrease
with increase in contraction ratio Is the result of the decrease in heat flux
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Figure 14 . Varlation of CooSant Pressure Drop With Combustion




Coolan_Circult Selection. One of the major goals in regenerative cooling
is to mlnlmlza the coolant pressure drop for a desired wall temperature dis-
trlbutlon. This is p_tlcularly important for the pressure_fed engine
concepts due to the limited available pressure. Therefore, the selection of
the thrust chamber coolant circuit and the design of _he coolant passages are
important in defining cooling llmlt_. Typical regenera_iv_ seal:lag circuits
are illu_trated schematically in FI_. 15. The simpl_t clrcuit i_ the _ingle
uppass cool_,g circuit (A and B) with the inlet at the nozzle end. The uppass
combustor clreult takes advantage of the coolant curvature enhancement to aid
in cool_ng the high heat flux throat region. However, at the low-thrust con-
ditions o_ Interest, the eoclant bulk temperature rise is hlgh_r than at
, high thrusts and, as a result, thi_ circuit would result in higher coolant
pressure drops.
In the split-flow cooling circuit, the combustor and nozzle are cooled in
parallel. This is the cooling ci_cult of the 88964 N (20000 pound) thrust
Advanced Engine (ASE) thrust chamber.
The fourth cooling circuit shown in Fig.IS consists of a series uppass cam-
buster (channel wall) and a downpasa nozzle (tubes). The nozzle also could
incorporate a two-pass cooling circuit. This cooling clrcult utilizes the
highest coolant temperature fluid to cool the lower heat fluxes (nozzle)
using a higher-temperature-limlt material (steel).
Depending on the resulting coolant passage size and co_lant bulk temperature
tlse, all of these coolant circuits could bypass a pettish of the coolant
flow. I_ the thrust chamber coolant passage design is not bulk temperature..
limited (high coolant bulk temperature near exit), and the channel sizes are
so large that the channel height is being restricted by the channel height
limitation, bypassing coolant can reduce the coolant channel sizes to a
reasonable value and provide satisfactory cooling.
Typically for the high heat flux applications such as the SSME and A_E thrust
chamber, the copper-base alloy such as NARIoy-Z or Zr-Cu are the natural
choice in material. However for lower heat flux, lower thrust and chamber
pressure applications, the thrust chamber designs will, in some cases, be
bulk temperature limited. For this type of design case, the peak heat flux
location will not he the critical design location. The coolant bulk tempera--
ture at the coolant exit will approach the temperature limit of the wall ','
material, and cooling will become difficult. The copper-base alloys should
be limited to a maximum gaS-Slde temperature of approximately 811K (I000 F)
to ensure a durable design. Above this temperature, cases of localized wall
erosions have been experimentally encountered. A logical solution to this
problem {s to use a material hav_ng a higher wall temperature limit such as
nickel, For nickel, the durable design temperature limit is 978K (1300 F).
Nickel has a moderate thermal conductivity, but has a hydrogen embrlttlement I
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(d) SERIES UPPASS COHBUSTORAND DOVNPASSNOZZLE
COGLING CIRCUIT (COHBINED CHANNELAND TUBULAR
WALL CONSTRUCTION)
Figure 15. Typical Resenerattve Coollng Circuits
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Dm_ to tht_Iradaptability to l.w-thr,mt condltl,ms, tht, split-fl,_w coolhlg
circuit (Circuit C) nnd the serl-_s cooling elrc.tl (Circuit D) were ow_l-
uatad, For a nominal 1,O9/ll. earn,, wicha lhrtlttt: i)t" (l()l]O lbf) alnd n chllmh_r
pre..Aurt: of 344,7 R/em 2 _Sf}_ pp_ia), thrunt ehnmhor ,m_ly_lu was Dorfotmt:d
for both eool,n_ circuits with NARlov-Z chmmol wall eombtmtor mid :t _tatn-
lt'ffa tltat_,] tUbtllllr nozi_.l,p (ft! f:''200), '.",hl_,r.mtltu of tlm ntlalyt_iv _iro
praa¢mtod in Tabla 3 . Both eot_lant clrcultn rosult¢,d In ft,at_tbl,, dmll, gna,
but the aeries cooling circuit roault.ed .in a Iarg_,r totnl hant tnm,t ¢lllt[ tl
lower coolant premmra drop tllld0 t|leroforo, wail m.,.!oetod a8 the b_lsoll.rlt!
r,.,}wnerat.lw, eot)llng circuit.
p ett!at/.ydRe_mler|ttive-(1ooltnl£.Antlly2LJ:2|. Detailed rvgonerattve-e..l lng
_tnalyaeR were periTormod at disi.rete thrust chamber dotll.gn points it, real-
karl.rally del:tno the rt..generative-coultng limits, Tim detailed analyt_ls
cases pe.rfortaed for tim thret_ candidate propel lants are prest, nt:od in
Table 4 .
For l,O,/H,,at a thrust of 4448 N(lO00 Ibf), the maxtu_um regone.ratlvc-eoollng
ehambe_ pressure, bataedot_ the study guidelines, was 689.5 Nlem2(lO00 psla).
The dt_tailed coolant passage geometry and other heat transfer parameters
are presented for the combustor and nozzle in Fig.16 and 17, respectively.
The limiting criterion, was the maximum coolant Math number of 0,3
(Fig. 16). As shown In Fig. 16. the maximum combustor gas-side wall tom-
perature was less than 811 K(1000 F). These temperatures are. the result of
two-dimensional thermal anlayses of'a discrete number of axial stations.
The resulting cycle li_e exceeded the cycle requirement of five cycles with
a safety factor of 4. For thrust levels greater than 4448 N(IO00 poundt_), the.
maximum chamber pressure will exceed the max/mum chamber pressure of the
study of 689.5 N/cm"(1000 psia) and, therefore, was not dO,fined,
The LO,)/CRt_regeneratlve-cooled thrust chamber cooling was also limited by
the _,Rimu_i coolant Math number criterion. At 4448 N(IO00 pounds)2thrust,
the LO2/CII4 thrust chamber maximum chamber pressure was 344.7 N/cm (500 psla).
Details for the single uppass cooled nickel channel wall combustor is shown
In Flg.18 and for the two-pass tubular ,'ozzle in Flg.19 . As shown in
Fig. 18, thL_llmlting criterion was the maximum coolant }_ch number limit of
0.3. For the LOJCll& thrust chamber with Cll4 regenerative cooling, a nickel
chain:el wall co_bus_or offered a cooling advantage over a copper alloy corn-
buster. The higher material durability temper_ture 1tmt, t for nickel of 978 K
(1300 I,') as compared to 811 g (lO00 R) increased the maximum regenerative-
cooling chamber pressure limit for LO_/CHA. As sho_a in Fig. 18 , the
maximum nickel combustor wall temperaFure_was close to the 978 K (1300 F)
maximum al lowab te temperature.
In determining the regenerative cooling limit for the I,OJRP-I thrust cham-
bers. the easiest regenerative-cooling conditions were t:_rst ew_luated.
These conditions were the hlghe.qt thrust, 13345 N (3000 pounds), and a mid-




TABLE 4. BUHHARY OF DETAILED REGENERATIVE-COOLING ANALYSIS CASES
CHAMBERPRESSURE,
PROPELLANT THRUST,N (Ibf) Nlcm2 (PSIA) COMMENTS
LO2/H2 13345 (3000) 6B9.5 (1000)
LO2/H2 13345 (3000) 344.7 (500)
, LO2/H2 13345 (3000) 68.95 (100) 2-PHASEH2
LO2/H2 4448.2(1000) 689.5 (1000) ON COOLINGLIMIT
LO2/H2 4448.2 (1000) 344.7 (500)
LO2/H2 4448.2 (1000) 68,95 (100) 2-PHASEH2
LO2/H2 2224.1(500) 448.2 (6_0) ON COOLINGLIMIT
LO2/H2 444.8 (100) 275.8 (400) EXCEEDEDSTUDYGUIDELINES
137.9(200) ON COOLINGLIMIT
LO2/H2 444.8 (100) 68.95(100)
LO2/CH4 13345(3000) 689.5 (1000) ON COOLINGLIMIT
LO2/CH4 13345(3000) 344.7 (500)
LO2/CH4 13345 (3000) 68.95 (100) EXCEEDEDSTUDYGUIDELINES
LO2/CH4 4448.2(1000) 344.7 (500) ON COOLINGLIMIT
LO2/CH4 4448.2(1000) 275.8 (400) EXCEEDEDSTUDYGUIDELINES
LO2/CH4 4448.2(1000) 206.8(300) EXCEEDEDSTUDYGUIDELINES
LO2/CH4 4448.2(1000) 68.95 (100) EXCEEDEDSTUDY
GUIDELINES
LO2/RP-I 13345(3000) 344.7(500) EXCEEDEDSTUDYGUIDELINES
LO2/RP-I 13345(3000) 68.95 (100) EXCEEDEDSTUDYGUIDELINES
_3
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Figure 19. Parameters for tl_e O2/CH _ Low Thrust Two-Pass Nozzle-Series Flow,
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temperaturo limit of 811K (I000 F) for NAHlay-Z, the coolant-flld_ wall
temperature exnnnded the RP-I coklng limJt of 561K (I010 R), Mor_ impor_
rant, even th_ combustor outlet coolant bulk tomp(_rature excood_d th_ RP-I
eokln_ limit, A lower chamber pressure (68.05 N/cm2 or IOftpsia) thrust
chamber _=s Analyzed at this thrust ]_vol and th_ same results occurred. In
both thn midrnngo chamber pressure nnd the low chamber pressure cases, the
RP-I coolant bulk temperature exceeded the 561 K (1010 R) coklng limit oven
without constdarin_ the nozzle coollng, Therefore, rngenoratlvn eoetlng of
LOg/RP-I thrust chambers could no_ bn aocompl_.shed within the analysi_guidelines (neglected the nxistanco of a gas_nldo carbon layer).
In an extended thrust _'hn_wr cooltnR _nnlyst_, tho benefit of a _as-_tdo
carbon layer for 1.02/RP-I regon_rati_..cool¢_d _hrus_ chambo,m wan evaluated
and £ound foa,iblo. Thooo annly,l.s roAultn wall. be presented in A _ollowln_
d.It_ctts_lon.
In establi_hln_ the minimum rogcnoratlve-coollng chamber pressure llmlt for
the LOg/H 2 and LOg/CHA thrust chambers, two-phase heat transfer analyses wore
conducted. For t_e L0_/CH 4 thrust chambt_r analysis, a curve-fit of available
methane burnout heat _Iux test data was developed. Since the test data range
was limited, the assumption was made that the developed relationship appllud
for the heat fluxes, pressures, and coolant velocities which were evaluated.
Assuming a minimum cooling Jacket discharge pressure of 1,087 times chamber pressure
methane subcritieal pressures are encountered at chamber pressures below
344.7 N/cm2 (500 psla). An analysis was performed for a 275,8 N/cm2
(400 psla) chamber pressure and indicated that the coolant velocities
required to just cool the burnout heat flux (safety factor equal to l.O)
resulted in coolant Math numbers exceeding the allowable 0.3 maximum limit.
Another cooling approach to subcritlcal LOp/CHh chamber pressure thrust
chambers was evaluated briefly. This apprSach_was to vaporize the methane
at low heat flux (in the nozzle), then cool the combustor with gaseous meth-
ane. The two-pass nozzle regenerative cooling circuit to an area ratio of
200-to-I was analyzed. To cool the burnout heat flux values, the maximum
coolant Math number (nozzle outlet) exceeded the maximum allowable 0.3. Also
the coolant bulk temperature exiting the regeneratlve-cooled nozzle portion
was 478 K (860 R). This coolant bulk temperature would make the cooling of
the combustor wlth coolant Math numbers less than 0.3 extremely dlff[cult if
not impossible. Therefore, it was concluded that within study gulde1[nes,
regenerative cooling at subcritlcal pressures with methane was not feasible,
and the minimum chamber pressure was set at 344.7 N/cm 2 (500 psla). For sub-
critical chamber pressure LOp/H? thrust chambers, the heat flux versus
(Tw - T at) eurve_ shown In Fig721were used to determine the wall temper-
atures _n the two-phase region. The 68.95 N/em2 (100 psla) thrust chambers
at 4448 N (1000 pounds) and 13345 N (3000 pounds) thrust were analyzed
using Flg. 21 and the regenerative cooling program. As shown by the typical
results presented in Fig. 22, satisfactory cooled combustor deslgns were
achieved with maximum coolant b_ch numbers and maximum wall temperatttres
within analysis guidelines. !
39
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Figure 21. Hydrogen Heat Flux vs (Tw - Tsar)
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However in applying th_ Thurston/Rogars flow atabillty criterion to assosM the
flow stability of these subcrltlcnl chamber pressure LO2/H 2 thrust chambers.
th_ coolant flow in the comhustor designs was found to b_ unstable, There-
fore, the maximum chamber pressure for a ragan_rative-coolod LOJh 2 thrust
chamber was limited to _hambar pr_,a_uros havmn_ _upurcrlttcal pgossura, which
¢ t
was 103,4 N/cm 2 (150 ps.a) for thrus_ loyola of 444fl N (1000 pounds) to
13345 N (3000 pounds) and 68.95 N/_=mz (lOO pats) at: 445 N (I00 po,nds) tllrunt.
Cronp: Anal_n_n, Wmrh the requmre_nt of long eng_n_ total firing durations at
.low _hrunt levels, _he nxl_tnnc'o of ma_r_.l er_op could create dogrlmnntal
_f[t_c_. on the _hruat eha_arfl, W__'-,, a ra_atloratJvo_eoolad portion, coolanf:
parmaRolt could dlt.itort and enlarg., re,miring l,n h_gh-r-than_do_lgn wall
tomporz_turo,, i,'or film= and radiation=cooled por_lona, flLgnlficant creep
could re,sit In thrttfl¢ vhambor vontour dlutortLon, local hot spoor,, and
addltlOllll ] imrformnnco Io_m.
For thL_ rosono.ratlve-eoolod vhannol wall combufltora, the n_mlmum flxud _nd-
beam bending stress was computed for thrua_ chnmbers on _he maximum chambo, r
presuue cooling 1Amlt, The maximum cre.ep stress range for both the L%/fl 2
(NARloy-Z) and LO2/CH/. (ntcktd) combustors _|nd extrapolated wall material
creep da_a are presenEed in Fig, 23. For NhRloy-Z the creep ra_ was _less
than l.O"_ _n,/in./ht, The creep rate for nickel was approximately 10"7
in./in..hr and assuming a 50-hour total engine firing duration and a safe_y
factor o[ 2, the creep was 0.0012.
The maximum stress on the radiation-cooled nozzle ex_ension was computed at
the maximum temperature location (attach area ratio of 200-to-I), Molybdenum
was assumed to be used for extensions having maximum wall temperatures of
1644 K (2500 F) or less and L505 alloy for maximum wall temperatures less
than 1387 K (2000 P). The maximum creep for molybdenum was less than 0.007%
and less than 0.002,% for L605 alloy using a safety factor of 4.
Using the same materials for the same temperature ranges for the film-cooled
thrust chambers, the maatmum creep for the molybdenum was less than 0,7%
using a safety factor of 4.
Parametric Data. From the detailed regenerative-cooled analysis, parametric
plots of coolant heat input and coolant pressure drop for the LO2/H 2 ,andLO2/CH4
thrust chambers were developed _or the channel wall combustor and tubular nozzle
(Fig.24 through 27). The relatively constant combustor coolant heat input
is the result of the leas-than-llnear inverse relationship of combustor
gas-side surface area with chamber pressure. The combustion chamber length
varies approximately as
L <_p -0.24 (8)
c c
and_ as a result, the area decreases almost as such as the average heat flux
increases with increase in chamber pressure (fixed thrust) and the heat input
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The nozzle coolant heat input decreased with increase in chamber pressure at
a constant thrus_ (Fig. 25 and 27), This trend iA the r_sutt of the fixed
nondlmenslonal nozzle contour so that approximately ..
-0,2 (9)
Q_Pc
Tha coolant pressure drop for th_ combustor and nozzle of the LO2/H 2 and
LO2/CHa regeneratlve-cooled thrust chambers are presented in Fig. 28through
31. TOo coolant pressure drop increased with chamber pressure at a fixed
thrust level as a result of higher heat fluxes. The influenc_ of thrust on
coolant pressure drop at a fixed chamber pressure was almost negligible for
the reguncrativoly cooled L02/CH 4 thrust chambers as shown in Plg. 30 and 31,
However, with the LO2/H 2 thrust chambers (Fig. 28 and 29), the coolant pres-
sure drop at high chamber pressures was higher for the lower thrust. At
lower chamber pressure, this trend reverses. For LO2/H 2 chamber pressures
below 103.4 N/cm (150 psia), the _ncreased coolant pressure drop was the
result of two-phase heat transfer cooling requirements.
Cooling LJmlts. The regenerative-cooling limits were established for LO2/H 2
and LO2/CH4 thrust chambers through the use of the detailed regenerative-
cooling analyses, and are presented in Fig. 32. LO2/RP-I thrust chambers
could not be regeneratively cooled within the analysis guidelines, but were
found feasible in the extended thrust chamber cooling analysis (one of the
sections to follow).
For LO,/H, thrust chambers, the study specified maximum chamber pressure of
689.5 _/c$2 (I000 psia) limited the chamber pressure for thrust levels from
13345 N (3000 Ibf) to 4448 N (i000 lbf). Below 4448 N (lO00 Ibf) thrust,
the maximum coolant Math number limit of 0.3 and the durability limit of the
wall temperature limited the LO_/H o regenerative cgoling to 448.2 N/cm2
(650 psia) at 2224 N (500 lbf) £hr_st and 138 N/cm_ (200 psia) at 444.8 N
(I00 ibf) thrust.
For LO./CH, thrust chambers the maximum chamber pressure (cooling limit)
decreased _rom 689.5 N/cm 2 _1000 psia) at 13345 N (3000 Ibf) thrust to
344.7 N/cm2 (500 psla) at 4448 N (IO00 Ibf) thrust.
The LO2/H 2 thrust chambers offered a larger operational envelope (thrust
and chamber pressure) due to the better cooling capability of hydrogen and
its lower critical pressure.
The minimum chamber pressure limit was set by the critical pressure of the
coolant (fuel) for each propellant combination. However, subsequent engine
cycle balances (discussed later) revealed supercrltlcal thrust chamber cool-
ant discharge pressures at subcritlcal chamber pressures due to the turbine
pressure ratios required, Therefore, the minimum chamber pressure limits j















Prom th_ cooling analysis guidelines (Table 2 ), a maximum performance loss
a11owod duo to film coollng is 10%. The amount of fLlm coolant (fu_l) which
results in this performance loss in the maximum nllowabl_ _ilm coolant []ow,
and would achieve the maximum chamber pressure at a given thrust to.el,
Therefore, the fi]m_cooling analysi_ approach used was to determine the
specific impulse loss variation with film coolant flow and define the max_-
mmn ullo_Iblo film coolant flow for a given thrust and chamber pressure.
Using thi_ film coolant flow and the gas-side heat tranofor coefficient
distribution, the thrust chamber wall temperature distribution i,ndotormlned
and compared t,J the maximum allowabl_ wall ma_ertal temperature. If tim wall
_omporaturo is loss tlmn the allowab£o motorial tormporature, the thrust
chamber represents a feaslblo dosl_n. Thin analysts procedure Is repeated
for dlfforeat denlgn conditions to define _he film-coollng limit.
Performance Loss. The fllm cooling performonc_ loss wos computed using the
almpl£fl_d JANNAF method. The method consists of prQscrlbin 8 a linoar mlxturc
ratio distribution from the film-cooled wall (low mixture ratio) to the Inner
core, and considers the fllm-coolud region to be divided into several zones.
The mixture ratio profile variation and pertinent equation_ arc shown in Fig. 33
For this type o£ analysis, the following assumptions were used:
I. For fuel injection, the mixture ratio at the wail is low, approauh-
ing zero, sit.cethe gas is in contact with the pure injected fuel.
2. The mixture ratio of the core gas stream is unaffected by the cool-
ant (i.e., the coolant is completely entraln_d £n the p_imary gas
stream before any of it reaches the center of the chamber).
3. Mixture ratio between these limits is linear (as has already been
stated).
4. The variable mixture ratio reglon is divided into zones and the
coolant Is assumed to react with the main _low at the local mixture
ratio.
5. The flow in each zone is then integrated to determine the mixture
ratio and specific impulse, and a mass-weighted average specific
impulse is calculated.
6. This value is then compared to the specific impulse at the same
overall thrust chamber mixture to determine the loss due to the
coolant flow.
The results of thl_ method correlate quite well with experlmental results
(02/H 2) and other propellant combinations).
The film cooling performance results for the three propellant combinations
are presented in Fig. 34 through 35. The specific impulse loss curves whic_
are independent of2thrust are presented for chamber pressures of 13,8 _/cm"
(20 psLa), 59 N/cm (lO0 pals), 344.7 N/cm 2 (500 pals), and 689.5 N/cm
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coolant flowrate, the htgtm_" chamber prt, snurou resulted in a lower film
cooling loan, The 10% porforn_mce lon_ romllted In npproximately 7.2%
film coolcmt for LO,2/RP-[ (Fig.34), 6% for I O>/CIt,_ (I.'1g.35), :rod 5,5%
for LO_/H 2 (F[_, 36_. Fur a fixed _pocific tm_uls'e lOSS, ollly minor varia-
tions Ill imrcont film coolant resulted for th- chnmb_r prosmtro of Interest:.
An!llysl. Results. In performing th,, film c.ollng llVat trm_t_f,,r :malv._ta. the
Rockt_t_dyno gaao.oua film coaling modvl wat_ employed f.r chamber pr,,mmre nt
nup.reritlcnl, film-coolant pronmlren, and the Rock_tdyna l tquld flits cool-
ing model wan ttm.d for thrut,t chnmborn with .ubcrit-lcnl_ coohmt iwoasuren.
The l lquld model incl.dod tim influtmt_e af thL, film coolant Imat of wiper-
It,st tun.
The comhn.t ton chamber goomotr tom ,+,f the co,general ivo+cnoh+,d thrtmt cllamb+_rn
were used for the film-cooled th1'tt_it chllmho, rtt, Also. the f|lm coolant warn
shimmed to be lnjoctod at the' ln.lect.r face plane.
'rhc film cooling heat transfer rotmlt's for the tO2/b'H 4 thrut_t chambers with
CHa film cooling Is shown in Fi,g. 37. For each design cculdftitut (thrtmt and
chfimber l,ressuro) ann _yzed. the maxlmunl chamber wa l I tcmp,,rnt ure wet4 p tot ted
to obtain the curves presented Ln Fig, 37 . Assuming _lxlmum ail_wah[e wall
temperatures of 1644 K (2500 F)and 1367 K (2LIO0 F). dm maxhnum chamber
pressure limit would be below the minimum _tudy chamber pressure of 20 p_l'l
and, therefore, film-cooled LO2/CH h thrust chambers were not feasible, The
difference in the nmximum wall tt_mperature achieved with the 3 and 10%
specific impulse Loss flowrate (percent of total flowrate) was small due to
the fact that the film cooling influenced only a small portion uf the combus-
tion chamber length, as sho_n in Fig. 38. The film temperature increases
rapidly within 3.8 em (1.5 inches) for the 3% f11m, and within 10.2 cm
(4.0 inches) for tile 10% ft]m. By tile time the flow reached the throat, tile
fllm temperature had essentially leveled off and the film cooling had a
minimal cooling influence.
lteat transfer analyses of II film-cooled LO2/H. ) thrust chambers were per-
formed assuming core mixture ratio combustion _as properties for film cool-
ant flows resulting in 10 and 3% specific impulse loss. The thrust chambers
having a chamber pressure greater than 130 N/cm 2 (188 psia - H,_ erie|ca1
pressure) weregana[yzed using the gaseous film cooling analyslg model, and
below 130 N/era_ (188 psia) chamber pressure, the lhluld f_Im-coollng model
was used. As for the film-cooled LO2/CH 4 t-hrust chambers, the maximum
chamber wall temperature for each case was plotted to result in the curves
presented in Fig. 39and 40. As shown in Fig. 39 , the 10% specific impulse
loss film coolant flow (approximately 5.5% of total flow) resulted in
feasible thrust chamber designs for 4448 N (1000 pounds) and 13345 N
(3000 pounds) thrust with a maximum chamber pressure of 105 N/cm 2 (152 psta)
for a maximum wall temperature of 1644 K (2500 F). For a maximum wall
temperature of 1367 K (2000 F), the maximum chamber pressure at 13345 N
(3000 pounds) thrust decreased to 78 N/era 2 (113 _sla). Reducing the film
coolant flow to that resulting in 3E specific Impulse loss, approximately
2.,8% of total flow, the rt_gion of feasibli lty decreased _tgnifit';lntly ,is
S|lO_l In Fi_;.40 . The gas-sidt, wali temperature and the fLlm tumperatltre
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distributions for two typical film-cooled thrust cilamher designs (10%
speclfic impulse loss) are shown in Fig. 41. The 4448 N (1000 pounds) thrust,
68.95 N/era 2 (1OO pain) ehambt_r pressure design resulted In a maximum wall
tomperatura of 1636 K (2686 F) at the nozzle throat. The 1.3345 N
(3000 pound.) thrust design (68.q5 N/cm2 or I00 p_ta) had a maximum wall
t_,mporat.ro of 1276 K (1836 F) which occurred downntream of the noa_.l.o
throat=.
Tim film _'.ol[ng analysis of 12 film-co,fled L02/RP-[ thrust chambers wore
tn, rfolm_,d usln_ the gil.oonw film-cooling analysis modal for chamber pi:ot_mlren
ill*eve 234 N/era _ (34tJ-pala RP-i critical pro.ssuro), and the liquid film-
cooling analy.la model, was used below t=hls pressure. The resulting maximum
chamber wal 1 t.mpt,raturt;_ ver_mn chamber pressure curves for constant thr.s_
are prot+entod In Fig. 1,2. For the IO7, specific Impulse loss film coolant
flow (approximately 7.27, of total flow) and a 1644 K (2500 F) maximum wall
temperature, a small region of feasibility.resulted.
Cool_.__t.ngl, imtts. For all throe propellants) a maximum wall temperature ltmLt
of 1644 K (2500 F) was ,_ulocted aa the material temperature limit. Thrust
chamber film cooling analysts revealed that L02/CH4 film-cooled thrust
chambers were not feasible, and the L02/H 2 and L02/RP-I film-cooled thrust
chambers were limited to low chamber pressures. As for regeneratlve-cooled
thrust chambers, the LO2/H2 thrust chambers offered the largest operational
thrust and chamber pressure range.
The maximum film-cooled thrust chamber cooling limits for LO_/H9 and LOp/RP-I
are presented in Fig.43 for the 10% specific impulse loss film-_oolant _lows.
For I.O)/H_ the maximum chamber pressure at 13345 N (3000 pounds) thrust was
105 N/_m2_152 psla) and, as the thrust level was decreased, the maximum
chamber pressure decreased to 13.8 N/cm 2 (20 psla) at 1081 N (243 Ibf) thrust.
For LOp/RP-I film-cooled thrust chambers, the _eglon of f_aslbillty was
extremely limited. This region, as shown in Fig. 43, extended from a
chamber pressure of 13.8 N/cm2 (20 psla) at 5849 N (1315 Ibf) thrust to
/ 217.9 N,cm (26 psla) maximum chamber pressure at 13445 N (3000 ibf) thrust.
As for LO,jRP-[ regenerative cooling, the influence of a gas-aide carbon
layer was'neglected.
The nmxlmum and minimum chamber pressure cooling limits for film-cooled
LO2/H 2 thrust chambers are presented in Fig. 44. Maximum chamber pressure
curves (I0% specific impulse loss) for maximum wall temperatares of 1644 K
(2500 F) and 1367 K (2000 F) are sho_x. Thrust chamber designs within the
maximum and minimum coollng limits have film cooling specific impulse losses
varying from 3 to 10%.
Extended Thrust Chamber Coolinj_
The regt'nerattve/radiation-cooled thrust chamber cooling limits previously
dr, fined were extended by altering the cooling criteria and adding a phv,_ical
thermal barrier for added cooling onh_ltlt'umollt. Tile original cooling criteria
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L. Inereae_ing the max_tmum eoohmt (Ra_) Haeh number from 0.3 to 0.5
2. Inereaalng _he m_xlmum allowabla RP-] eoklng temperature limi_ from
561.1 K (550 F) to 644 K (700 F)
3, Adding a £arborl layer maximum allowable temperature limit of
3311 K (5500 F) or otlmr physical thermal b_rrt_r
Tht, f/rnt two chnugot_ nrt_ lncr_aaot_ from eonnorvattv_ values _o ¢.h_ upper
boundt_ of fa_tAibtll_y. 'rh_ _h_rd l imt_ wan added for d_atgna permtt_t,.g
the added bnn_f_t of a _aa_-aido carbon layer, lhtck ea!cula_tonn from
awltlablo _oat da_a have indicated c_lrboa layer tomparaCurea clona to
this wtlm_.
!
Tit,, phytlh'_ll tllormal b_lrrh,rrt wore tmloct,:_d for each propel.last baaed on provlolm
t_t.dy ml;}ly_lt,tl n.d oxporlm,q}rt|lr..ultrl (Tahl. q). Phyah'al l,hermal hart'for.
wt,ro cllotlt,B ow-,r flutd tlwrmal I_lrt'h'rtl since fluld barr_ort/ tim rot4111t Ill t_lp,=_
till'leant t,oo|J.lli_ iwrformanco lOtmVll, _uld pliy_ltVll btirriort_ do IlOf lilt'lit ,'lily
pi'lorllt_llh'O polla|ty, For I_oth I,O2/C1t 4 lind IXI2/II 2, _ ass-aide c_,r_lmle ootitlll)_ Wtltl
raided to tit(, reponqratlw,/radlatlo, c.ollnl; of t'hotao propeLlant,t. I,;xpvrl_(,nt.I
r'vttults I'rOlll LO2/RI'-I rorkut tql_|llt' programH t;ueh as _|1o I,'-1. slid Al-lat_ shouc,d
the _,xlstt, ltt'o of t| hot gas-side t;drboll layer whltqt rt,duced the local heat flux
and heat inpue to the cooJant. In contrast, tht, rmal dtlgtl from ro('t,nt I,O2/RP-I
th,'tnat chamber tests over a thrust range from appro:dmatt, ly 44482 _ _10,000 tbf)
tt, 88964 N (20,000 lbf) trod a chamber pressure range from 689.5 N/t'm 'r" (1OO0 l)S|n)
_avt, no _'_tttton_o of carbon deposit ton ereatin_ a thermal barrier on tile chamber
wall (Rot:. 4). In the extended t;ooltng attalyalt_ of the LO_/RP-I, low-thrtmt
chambers, It was assumed that a carbon layer will exist in"accordance with the
oquatio_l tn 'gable 5. Should this not be the case, tl gas,-side ceramic coating
slmflar to that _ssumod for the LO2/CH 4 and LO2/H 2 chambers could be applied,
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Nith LO2/RP-I thrust chamb¢_rs, the e:_tondcd regtmeratlve/radiattc.n-cooting
anal.yarn for thrust levels of 464fl.2N (}t}OO[hi) to 13345 N (3fif}flIbf)
resulted In a maximum chamber pressure af 344,7 N/L-,.2(500 psla) wt_ll the
curr_nt I,%/RP-I carban layer rasistanc_ rolatlt_nship of x/k=otq-(I,51G),
TlluparamoEor _3 is the local,hot-gas mass voloclty, Tlm r_sultlng constant
chamber prostturo coaling limit (Fig. 'iS) can I_t_ explained by thin r_lacton-.
t_lilp and c_mvtnlLlonal Imat flux trtmda. An tllrunt /s Incrt_as¢_d. _hn heat
flus l_vol dncrLmses t41tl_htly (hydraulic :liametur tnftu_:ncn) and, since the
Im¢-gaf_ mam_ flow increases (¢_} wlth thrust, th¢_ carbon l.ay_r thickness
doereltt_tm. Th_rt3f_Ft_. l.boSo twn Difltm_lct_a _ttd tn ctlnc_l _ach oth_.w and
r,,rml l In an 4mt.,nr_lallv constant mac,imam rogonprat.l.va/radlatlen.-caallng
_']t;mll_t_r prorttturt_ lnr thin _hrtmL stage. 'Ph_ maximum a]l.nwabl_ carbon layer
I,,mpt,r;tt.rt, l lmll,,d l_,nh .f kht-,tm dtmlgna.
Ih, l_w 444a,2 N (lflOfl Ibf) thr./_t, tllt_ ltP-I en_Jlant bulk Lomporatnrn
[m,r_,a_.,d tit the n,_:al_, twrt Ion lo tt viii-lie w|llt'h created ii caking probl-om,
Tht,l_,l _1_,, t I., ulal_ {l_lUl_telm [;tb Io el.igber promlllro dt_(_t+o_itlo/t all thrust
d_,rl_am,tt (t"lt_. 45). 'rhp minimum chamb_,r wan tlt, t by the RP_-I erltleal
pI;_,t,HUl't _,
'l'h,' r,,mtlt _ ,ff the d(_t:all_,d I,o,JRP-I thru.t chamber r.-lLu8 aualytd, t_ are
ln"uum_lt,d In I,'1_;. 6t_ t,ltruul.h 4q'. The combuator and n.zzle he,at t.nput_
(Fig. 4b and 414) dt, c,reat_ed with tat:rearm In _'htm_l_c:r pretmure and decrease In
thrul_t. The coolant preusttre drop wtriation with thrust and chamber pressure
/or the 1,02/RP-I regenerattvelradtatton-e.ooled combustor and noazlo .tre sho_m
lu F1_;,47 and 49, '['heso heat tnl_ut and c_mlant i_re_mtre dro_ data were
input t_ tht, t,ugtlat, eyt'le balance computer program to perft3rm the I,O2/RP-[
engtne balaneuu,
'rht, t,xtt,nded e_mling capability evaluation of the LO2/CIt.4 regenerative/
radial Ion-cuoled thrust chambers with a ZrO,_ ceramic eoa¢ing (t .. 0,0127 cm
or O,O05 Inch) resulted In higher maximum cIiamber pressures over the entlr_
thrust r;mt.e, As shown in Fig. 50, the maximum study chamber pressure can
bt, cooled for thrust levels down to 4468.2 N (1000 lhf)_ and coo|frog Is
feasible at the low thrust level of 444.8 N (tO0 lbf).
In performing the engine cycle balances of LO2/CH _ engines, supt_rcritical
thru,,_t chamber coolant discharge pressures were ontainod for subcrttical
t,hamber pressures. This trend is due to the turbln_ pressure ratio requlre-
meats of tim engine cycle. In fact, for the direct expander cycle, a
chamber pressure approximately a factor of 2 below the coolant critical
presmtre was achieved. Therefore, the minimum chamber pressure limits were
lowered.
The extended cooling capability evaluation of the LO2/H _ regenerative/
radiation-reeled thrust chamber with a Zr% ceramic coa_ing (Fig, St)
achieved higher maximum chamber pressures,. _or the.. 444.8 N (100 lbf) to
4448,2 N (1000 lbf) thrust range and a lower minimum chamber pressure. The
lower rain/mum chamber pressure limit was established In the same manner as for
the 1,(12/C114 thrnst chambers, i.e., by keeping tim t'oolaot pressure ,,t the
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ENGINE SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL AND PARAMETRIC ANALY,_[S
In the englno system analysis, the engine t_yelt_/t,_11figltratlonmatri._ w ls
l-irH£ def:[m,d by incorporating the thrllst ell;in,barcooling tz.01yfli_ for
t_ich of the three propellants. The t_n}_inesc|lemat[c8 of tile c;lildldat_
_ngine cyclc/conf[Ruragltm wore established to aid In the cye]o analysis
;rod the t,llglne comph_x[ty rating determinatlon. Analyses wer¢_ enndueted
to d¢,tormtno ach.luwlble and/or opt_l_llm chambt, r l}rc_.SSllres for each of tile
,';mdldat_, syst_.mn. Parson,trio englne perform;mac and pre]Imlnary englno
wui_;hts wore _;cneratud. The cand_da£e en_;Ine cycles ware screened and
cynic;lied ;lad eonchlded In tile recommendal:Ion of SIIO LO2/H 2 and one L02/
llydrocarhon fu_,l _,nglne cycle/coufiEuratlan far prellmlnary _n_tn_ doslt_n,
l".n_.im L .C,onJ_{_g_Lra.t I _h.l:[!oirix
Table 6 defines the onglne systems on which param_trlc analyses were conducted.
In view of the sllil'dfJcant purformance losses and limited dasign range
associated with film coollnR, it was assumed that all systems would be regen-
eratIw, ly eooIL_d. Slmplif_ed schematics of the candidate systems are shown
In Fig. 52. These Included both pump and pressure-fed engine and the hot-gas
turblne/pump-fed cycles such as the expander, gas generator, and staged-
combustion cycles with englne-mounted pumps. Variations of these pump-fed
engines include locating the pumps at the tank. Also with tank-mounted
pumps, the pumps can be driven by electric motors that are supplied electric
power through a turboalternator or fuel cells, An additional option is the
Incorporation of an accumulator that permits the design of a larger capacity
pump (higher pump efficiency), which would ope@ate intermittently during
the engine firing. A variation of the conventional pressure-fed engine
utilizes two, small, parallel, pressurized feed tanks to achieve a poten-
tial weight savings. Instead of pressurizing the larger main tank, two
small tanks are alternately pressurized, filled, and used during the firing.
TABLE 6. ENGINE CONFIGURATION MATRIX
........... " "'c00't(_"
Direct Expander H:]O: Regenerative
Direct Expander CH,/O.. I
Turboalternator £_pander H;IO. !
Turboalternatrr Exapnder CH./O: I
_uel Cell Pe__red H:/O:
Fuel Cell Powered CH_/O:
TAnk MountedPumpExpander H:/O;, :
Tank MountedPumpExpander CH./O:
Turboalt. I_pander with Accumulator H:]O




Gas Generator Cfl./O. iGdSGenerator RP-1/O
Pressure Fed - Conventional H:/D, J
Parallel Pressurized Tank H,/O: t
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Pt!_p_ _gnd_J_Lmp_ Dr ire Ann 1y a_[s
__.T__[e, All pvntuation of poaltive dt,_placemont pumps (vant_, gear, nnd
mutttlobo) and ctmtrtfu_al (full. and partial omlssl_m) pumpfl w_la cotlduetad
to defhle, tim pump typ. to be tiffed In the en}_,lne eyete ovaluattan. Usi_,g a
minimum p.mp elear_meo of O.OOl inch ft_r the posittvo_di_placp.m,mt pumps,
lilt, p,lrt lal-emtff_ton cvntrlf.gal pllmpff _whievod tlt_lhor pump offieivnele_
th;in the p,mltivo_dl_plm'ement p.mpff at the l-_w flowrlltOfl. Therefore, the
evntrlf.pal- pltIllpt_ were ehomm as the pump type to be tmcd in the anp-,lno eyelv/
¢.onfl_;urtltton. I,Ilo/112 _md L02/CII 4 ottgl_les nt:ll,lm.d a throe-stage fuel pump
:rod a sln_;I.¢, ;_ta_;e"o×[dizor pump, 1,02/RP-I engines utilized singl.e-a_ap, e
fuL_ I lind ox| d [z,_l" p.mpa.
Pump and Turbine Limits. The geometric, hydraul'l.c, nnd speed lira.its assumed
for the centrifugal pumps and axial turbines in the engine cycle evaluation
art, presented In Tables 7 and 8, respectively. These I/mits were imposed
on th_ pump-fed engine c_,nflguratlons evaluated.
In addition to,'the full-emlsslon centrifugal pump, design relationships for
partlal-emisslon centrifugal pumps were incorporated into the engine cycle
balance computer program. In the englne cycle balance analysis as the
engine thrust was decreased, the full-emisslon centrifugal pump impeller
tip width became less than the assumed minimum of 0.0?6 cm (0.03 inch)
shown in Table 7. When the tip width became less that this minimum, the
pump amlssion was decreased until the minimum tip width value was satis-
fied.
Electrical Component Data. For engine cycle/configuratlons incorporating
electrlc-motor-drlven pumps and turblne-drlve alternators, data were com-
piled on current component capabilities and component weights as part of a
company-funded e[fort. Parametric data on alternatlng-current (a-c} gener-
ators or alternators are shown in Fig. 53 t_ wound-rotor and permanent
magnet (PM) alternators, The maximum speed and corresponding weight as a
function of the output power are presented. The PM alternators were
typically lighter in weight. Similar data on electric induction motors are
shown in Fig. 54. The efficiency of the alternator and the motor were
individua11y assumed to be 85%, which was a representative value.
8O
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, l_pe]le_'Tip Width, cm (in) 0.076 (0.03) 0.076 (0.fl3)
Inducer l)i_imotcr,cm ('in) 1.143 {0,45} 1.143 (0,45)
Impeller Tip Diamotcr, cm (in.} 1.778 (0.70) 1,77R (0,70,)
llcadCoefficiont O.I
Flow Coefficient 0,06
Bearing Size, Sun 8 8
MaXimum Limits
1.9x 106
i0o lO6Bearing DN l.S x (C_II) 1.5 x
Inlet/OutletDiameter Ratio 0.8 0.8
Lmp_ller Tip Speed, 609.6 (2000) 365.76 (1200)
m/sec (ft/sec)
Inducer Tip Speed, 457.2 (1500) 504.8 (1000)
m/sec (ft/sec)
Impeller Stage Speci.#;.cSpeed 2000 2000
Head Coefficient O. S
Suction Specific Speed 61000 (H2) 51000
51000 (CH4)
NPSH, m(ft) ,_.SYmor15ft (H2) 0.61m or 2 ft
1.68m,,r5.5 ft (CH4
)3.72mor 45 ft (RP-I)
i i L i i
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TABLE 8. ASSUMED TURBINE LI]_IITSAND GUIDELINES
PARAMETER FUEL OR OXIDIZER
Min|mum Limits
Turbine Adn_n_io_ O. !0
Turbine Pressurc Retie 1.16
Turbine |_lttdo lletp, ht, em {in) 0,635 (0.25)
Turbix_c Pitch Diameter, cm (in) 5,08 (2.0)
'rurbiT_e Blnde Hub/Tip Ratio 0.6
_ i i i [i r i i i ,m= i
Maximum Limits
Turbine Admission I.0
Turbine Pressure Ratio 4.0
Turbine Tip Speedj m/sec (ft/sec) 518.16 (1700)
Turbine AN2 cm2(RPH) 2 or in2 (RPM)2 2.742 x i0II (4.25 x i010)
Turbine Blade Hub/Tip Ratio 0.9
Turbine Inlet Ter_perature_ *K (°R) 1033 (1860)
82
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For _he turhoal=ernator cycle the a_e alternator spe_d can be adjusted to
chnq_ the electrlc motor speeds, but the relationship between the alternator
_L," _..;,,=_ speeds is fixed by the ratio of poles in the motor and alternator=
(No. Pol_a in Alternator) x
_otor Sp_ed, rpm _ {Nb0 Pole_ in Hotor)
(Alterna_o= Sp_cd) x (I-SLIP) (10)
i
Typie_lll7, _he sllp i_ approxi_toly 0.04 (4%). The PM alternator IA always
excited _t _,,e name level by magnets and produces a voltag_ directly pr.opor-
tionnte to ap,.xod. The induction motor is a volts/rps device, which _hou[d
be supplied wl_h a voltag_ that is proportional to the speed so the alterna-
tor _md y,tntorcan be controlled without _ophisticated electronic controls.
FU_,I,Cell Data. _or the O_/H. fuel cell-powered cycle engines, the variation
of fu'_[ _ll system weight wl_h requlr_d power output was determined and
f orm_:d an _,nput to the engin_ balance computer program. The currently avail-
able data (_f, 5) indicated that the weight of an O2/H2 fuel cell is substantial.
Uritod Technology has been developing and testtn 8 a fuel cell. It weighed
about 9.07 kg/kW (20 lb/kW), although the supporting equipment weight per
kW decreased as the rue_ cell becomes larger. The General Electric fuel
cell (_g. 55 ) currently under development is lighter in weight and was the
fuel c_11 assumed for this analysis. As noted in Fig. 55 , the fuel-cell
system weight was a strong function of the power output and therefore the
require: pump horsepower should be minimized to reduce fuel-cell system
weight.
A lull-cell power conditioning (converter) efficiency of 90-percent was
assumed in this evaluation.
Tank-_.ounted Pump-fed Directly-powered Pumps. In the evaluation of the
tank auntod pump-fed engines with directly-powered pumps, the heat loss
through Insulated heated fuel lines to and from the turbines as well as the
added fluid pressure drops were determined. Line lengths for the tank-
mounted configuration were determined from the NASA-LeRC specified tank
con_ig,_r_tions and are shown in Fig. 56.
The heat loss from the heated fuel lines to and from the turbine was com-
puted for a range of fluid temperatures, line diameters, and insulation
thickness. However, the total heat losses were found to be less than 0.1%
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Figure 56 Propellant L[ne Configuration for Tank-Hounted
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.E_n___ con f.igu r a t tan Parametrica
1_{!3_i!!¢_.C3clo/Confj_uratlon Schematics. Schematics of tim candidate _.ngino cycle/
eonflguratlonsare presented in Fi_;a.57 thraugh 63, Major components, propel-
lmlt valves, and number of functions required by the controller are shown as
wvl l ;is th_ engine/vehicle Interface for both engine and tank-m.untod pumps.
Autoponou,_ prt, smlrizatlon and bool_t pump8 which are identified aa optional on
the ..wht,m:_t[ctl work not included tn tile analyais of the various syatema.
l)_!!tyS:!_d_l./,ng_t2_tLP_er_f2}rmanct !. BaRed on past experimental data, the combtmtion
offl,.toncy for tim 1,o2_i 2 i.,n_lnv8 was expected to be 99.5_ for chamber preaauros
,f 344.7 N/era', (500 pate) t)r p,rt, att_r and decrease to q9% at 13.7_ N/cra:" (20 pale).
For the [.O2/C114 and 1,02/RP-t engines, a combustion efficiency of 982 wan expected
I'o i_rovldt , a roalisttt value for the thrust and chamber range of interest.
Tilt, thrm_t t'hanlber performance louses included in the analysis wore the nozzle
geomt, trtc (divergence), reaction kinetic, and boundary layer losses. For
regeneratlve-/radiatlon,-cooled thrust chafabers, the net euthalpy gained through
thrust ch.'mlbcr cooling Is included. For film-/radiattOn-cooled thrust chambers,
the film cooling loss (10% maximum) iS added.
Rt_enerative-/Radiatton-Cooled Engines. Using the previously discussed
trend of combustion efficiency and the parametric coolant heat input determined
in the thrust chamber cooling analysis, parametric delivered thrust chamber
performance data were generated for regenerative-/radiation-eooled LO2/H 2 and
LO2/C[t 4 engines with a nozzle area ratio of 400:1 (90% length). The reuniting
parametric data are presented in Figs. 64 through 68. For LO2/H 2 (Fig. 64),
the delivered thrust chamber specific impulse increases approxlmately 2.5Z
from 444.8 N (100 ibf) to 2224oi N ,(500ibf) thrust but increased less than 1Z
from 2224.1 N (500 lbf) to 1.33x10 _ N (3000 Ibf) thrust. Similar trends
occurred for the LO2/CH4 engines (Fig. 65)_ As expected, the LO2/H 2 enginesachieved significantly higher dellvered specific Impulse (approx{matety 28%)
than the LO2/CH4 engines for the same thrust and chamber pressure. For both
propellants, the specific impulse dropped rapidly below 206.8 N/em2 (300 pain)
chamber pressure due to a decrease in theoretical specific impulse and an
increase in kinetic and boundary layer losses.
For tlm gas generator engine cycle, a higher chamber pressure does not neces-
sarily result in a higher delivered specific impulse. Am chamber pressure
[ncreaaes, the pump required horsepower also increases and more gas generator
flow is required to power the turbines. This gas generator flow, which is
injected into the nozzle gas flow, has a _igniflcantly lower specific impulse
than that of the primary thrust chamber flow. As the design chamber pressure
increases, the primary thrust chamber delivered specific impulse increases
duo to the theoretical value increasing and the reactlon kinetic, and boundary
layer losses decreasing with increase in chamber pressure. However, as more
gas generator flow is required (higher chamber pressure), the overall engtn_
delivered specific Impulse will eventulally decrease as the gas generator flow
becomes a more stgnif_cant part of the total flow.
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Figure 57 . _pnnder-C, ycl(' l+htglne Schematic
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Figure ,58 . Turbtu_lte_:n_tor - Expandor Scht_attc
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Figure 61. _as Generator Cycte Engine Schematic !
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Figure 52 . CONVENTIONAL PRESSURE FED ENGINE SCHEMATIC
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Figure 63 . Parallel Pressurized Feed Tank Schematic
!
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Figure 64. LO2tH2 Regenerattvely-cobled Thrust Chamber
Delivered Spect£te Impulse Variation with
Chamber Pressure and Thruut
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Figure 55. L02/CII 4 Regeueratlvely-cooled Thrust Chamber Delivered
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Fllm_]_dia_ian-Cool_.d Enginsa. The daliversd thrust chamber specific
impulaa far' th_ f'i"lm_/radiatian-oooled LO2/It 2 and LO2/RP-1 thrust chambara arc
shown in Figs, 67 and 6fl with tha coaling limit superimposed. Far a fixad
thrust as th_ chambar presaura is dccraa_ad, the film-cooling lass and the
_haoratical specific impuLse decroant_s and tl_c reaction kinetic lass tnnraas_.n,
Tharcforo, an the ehamhar praam, ra wan d_creaaad, _lla d_livor_*d specific impulse,
inc,'armed until tha tncr_a_c in kinetic 1ann and the daaroaao in dw thaarettcat
apnctfic tmpnln_ dt)mlnatnd and than t'h_-,,dol[vorod specific tmpuln_ d_craaned,
Far gha I,O2/H 2 film-/radiatlon-eoolud thrust chambers, a maximum dnlivarad
apeclftc Lmpulsa occurr(,d for 4448.2 N (i000 p,qunda) and 13345 N (3000 pounds)
tllruB_ at 41,37 N/am 2 (60 paia) and 68.95 N/era _ (t0O psia) chamber praaauro, B,
roflpt.'tlw_ty, got the LO2/RP-I fllm-/radiatton-cool_d _hruat chambers, the
minimum _tudy chamber prcaa.ro of 13.79 N/cm2 (20 pain) was reached before a
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pump-Fed En_!n_e_eC_yc[e AnalyRls. Ratline cyclo anldyBos wc_ra pofomod for each of
th_ candidate pump-fad expander and staged combustion eug_na cycle/configurations
to tlet_rmtna chamber prosaurÜ 1.tmltR and delivered performance over the taw
th_tml: rtmgo of interest. (]yelo anal, ysi_ of the _aB generator _n_ines was
I lmlt_d to npreiftv _hrtmt levo,l.a of 2224.1 N and 44_8.2 N (500 lbf and 10Or) [hi).
An lnd_t, att_d pr_vtounly, all thrust t'hnmb_,rB wore rt_generatlv_.ly cooled with
ftml, AtBo, hoosl: pumps and _mtop,onuous preBmlri._,atlonByBtems worn not Incor-
porated in the cyelo_. For the expander eycl_s. _l number of balances w_ro,
rondel'ted asnumhl_ t_Z nnd 107,, eurhtne bypass flow a_ power margins, How_w_r,
the majority of _ho effort was conducted assuming 20_ turbine bypaa_ f._ow and
l:he romllt_ rol)ortod herein nro baa_d on the more eonaorvattva valtm of 20_,
Roault, s of ti_o cycle baltmeea which show achlovnbl,e chamber pronauro as a
ru_tctlolt t)f thrust are given in Figs. 69 and 70 for LO2/H 2 _md LO2/CH4 en_lnea,
re_q_ot'tlve[y_ and nra ,]tscu_sed La _ho following paragraphs.
}).!r_y.LExxpiLndbLr..CycleLimits, As shown in Fig. 69, the diret't expander
power llmlta for LO2/H2 engines wore teas than the cooling limits from 13345 N
(3000 poundH)toapproxlmately 1400 N (31.4.7pounds} thrust. From approximately
1400 N (314.7 pounds) to 44.8 N (I00 pounds) thrust, the cooling limit was
slightly lower than the cycle 11mlt, The maximum chamber pressure 453.2 N/Pro2
(657.'3psia) was achieved at 13345 N (3000 pounds). For the LO2/CH4 engines,
the direct expander power limits (Fig. 70) were lower than the coollng limlts
from 13345 N (3000 pounds) thrust to 4448.2 N (i000 pounds). The maximum
LOo/CII4 chamber pressure at 13344.7 N (3000 pounda) thrust of 398.5 N/cm2
(378 psla) was leRs than the 453.2 N/cm2 (657.3 psla) achieved wlth LO2/H2.
The LO2/CH 4 engint_ cycle balances for thrust levels greater than 2224.1 N
(500 lbf) had a _hrust chamber coolant discharge pressure greater than the
methane orittcal pressure due to turbine pressure ratio requirements of the
cycle. The LO2/CH4 direct expander cycle resulted in the lowest allowable
coolant discharge pressure at 2224.1 N (500 ibf) thrust and a chamber pressure
of 327 psia. Therefore_ for this cycle configuration, the minimum coolable
chamber pressure is approximately a factor of 2 below the coolant critlcal
pressure.
Below 2224.1 N (500 tbf) thrust, the LO2/CH4 direct expander cycle encountered
sub_:rltlcal pressures and the two-phase heat transfer problem. Therefore, the
lower thrust levels were evaluated by adding coolznt pressure drop (an or£flce)
between the thrust ch_ber coolant discharge and the tutblne inlet to malntaln
supcrcrltlcat methane pressures. Using thls approach, engine cycle balances
were successfully performed down to a thrust lev_! of 667.2 N (150 Ibf) and
a chamber pressure of 75.8 N/cm2 (110 pete). A total of 193,1 N/era z (280 psi)
was added for this condition.
Turboalternator Expander Cycle Limlt_. Analysis of the turbo-alternator
cycle engine was performed us!ng an option of the expander cycle engine balance
codt.. This option permits incorporation of the elect'rio pump drive and the
turblne-drt,ven alternator, The pumps were driven by the electric motors which,






The turbaaltornator _xp_mdor cvcl_ limlts far LOZ/H2 and LO2/CH4 are pr¢mcnCcd
:[t_ FiRs, 69 and 70. As shown, th_ added inof£1ciencios of the alternator and
the olectrlc motors roaultod In a lower maximum chamber pressure than for th_
direct expander cycl_, The mazlmum dlambar pronsur_ for the LO2/tl2 cngln_ was
340 N/cm 2 (1+93 pain) at 6672.6 N (1500 pounds) thrust. At thrust l,-_vols above
6672°4 N (1500 pounds) thrust it was necessary to operate the turbine at
lncr,,;mingly hlght, r pressure ratios tt_ d_voi.op the required power. As a
result, ch#lmbor prossurt_ dt_t,r,mst_d. Tilt, ll_ax,l.mHmvhambor prest_urt: for the
1,02/Cll 4 t, ngino war_ 355 N/cm 2 (SL,S pain) at ;13366.7 X ('1000 pounds) thrust. TIn_
tr[_nd of dt, crc:aslng achlt, wlb.l,_ chamber prtqmure as t:hrut_t lucre.amid was nat
ohr_orved in the 1,02/¢ltl 4 turboalternator cycle.
FtLt!!._C?.!I" Pow,:,rp2/C_.£1E LinLk.t_, in the 02/!t 2 fuel cell-powered engine
cyclu, the pumpt_wer{_ driven by otectrl_ mot:ors ihat were powered by the fuel
. cell through t,lectrlx t.onverters, Convt_rtera art,used to change the direct
eurrt:nt obtait_ed from the fttcl c(,[1, to al.tt':rnating current and to avoid the
tq)ecdmatching requLrement of the fuoi and oxidizer motors.
In analyzing this engine cycle, the thrust chamber porformanoo p.arametcrs for
a given thrust level and chamber pressure are first calculated° Then the
system pressure drops and the pump diacharga pressures are obtained. Based
on the engine flowrates and the pump discharge preasuresD the fuel pump and
the oxLdlzer ptm_pdesigns can be determined, Once the pump efficlencles and
raqulred horsepowers were calculated, the fuel coli output power was obtained
assuming the efficlencles of the converter and the motors to ba 90 and 85%,
respectively.
To reduce the fuel cell weight, the performance calculation is conducted at
or near the pump limiting speed through an optimization procedure. In the
fuel cell system, the engine cycle balance program was written to minimize
the cell weight. Since the O_/H2 fuel cell has its own separate feed system
that is different from the englne_ theoretically if the cooling limit is not
considered, the fuel cell-powered engine can perform at any desired chamber
pressure for a given thrust level as shown on Figs, 69 and 70. The maximum
study chamber pressure of 689.5 N/cm2 (1000 psla) chamber pressure was
obtained at thrust levels between 444.8 N (100 pounds) and 13345 N (3000 pounds)
for both the LO2/H 2 and LO2/CH4 engine systems.
Tank-Mounted Pump Expander Cycle. In the analysls of expander cycle engine
configuration utilizing tank-mounted pumps, the fluid line pressure drops due
to the long line langths added to the engine system,
Based on NASA-LeRC propellant tankage configuralon previously shown in Fig, 56,
"569 cm (224 inches) of line were added between fuel pump discharge to cembustor
coolant Jacket inlet and between nozzle coolant jacket outlet to turbine inLet
434.3 cm (171 Inclms) of hot-gas duct was added. The extra duet length added
between oxidizer turbine and thrust chamber was 113.4 cm (47 inches). Also,
_ number of elbows and losses for inlet and outlet pressure drop losses were
Included.
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Aa shown in Figs. 69 and 70, this cycla/canfiguration suffared soma reduction in
maximum attainable chambnr pressure when cempared with that of tha engine_mountzd
axpander cycle, The maximum charabar pressure for the LO2/H 2 engine wan 420 N/cm 2
(610 psia) at 8896,4 Nlem2 (2000 potmda) thrust. Above the thrust lavel, the
volumetric flow rata of the turbine drive gas was large aavuBh ta ca,ms sub-
stantial pre.ssura drop in cha turbine feed and raturn linon m,d r.asultod in
lower chambe.r pressures. The maximum chamber pre.ssure for tha LO2/CH4 engine
was 385 N/ca 2 (55fl pain) at the raaxlmum a_udy thrust lave1 af 13345 N (3000 lhf).
The, trend of decr_afling achiovabla chambe.r pressure, abova g8_6,4 N/cm 2
(2000 pounds) thrust did not occur In _ho LO2/CIt 4 angina because of the incraasad
th, nslty of the CH4 t.rb_na dr_ve p,.'m eampare.d to tha 1t2.
Turboaltornator Expande.r with Accumulator C_clo Limits. The use of pump-
fl I I_d_'feod tanks (accumulators) parmlta _ho design of higher flow pumps and
t,nablen htglmr pump offlc'tancLos. Tha pumps would be designed for a hlglter-
than-nomlnal angina flow. During the pumping operatlat_, the flow is divided
batwaen the engine and the accumulators. _en the accumulators reach their
capacity, the pump would be shut off and the angina would be supplied propel-
lants from the accumulators.
The engine cycle balance computer program option used to analyze this cycle is
the same as the turboalternator expander cycle, except in the pump design routine,
the pump flowrate is the sum of the thrust chamber flowrata and the accumulator
f l.owra t e.
The analysis results indicated that the addition of the accumulators in the
system did improve the pump efficiency but the pump required horsepower
increased. The volumetric flowrate increased faster than the efficiency
resulting in a decrease in the maximum attainable chamber pressure.
Figure 69 shows that the LO2/H 2 engine achieved a maximum chamber pressure of
310 N/cm2 (450 psla) at 4448.2 N (I000 pounds) thrust. Above this thrust level,
there was a trend of decreasing chamber pressure similar to that experienced on
the LO2/H 2 turboalternator expander cycle angina. For the L02/Cll4 engine
(Fig. 70)_ maximum chamber pressure was 320 n/cm 2 (464 pals) at 13345 N
(3000 pounds) thrust with a trend of increasing chamber pressure with increasing
thrust similar to the LO2/CH 4 turboalternator expanded engine.
Staged Combustion Cycle Limits. The dlrect-drlve, staged-combustion cycle/
configuration engine balances were generated using the staged combustion analysis
option of the engine balance computer program. The computer program generates
an englne_ combustor, and nozzle deslga at the highest attalnable chamber
pressure for a given thrust; engine and preburner mixture ratio| nozzle
expansion area ratlo; and a given set of turbopump assembly parameter limits.
Four turbopump parameters (fuel and oxidizer turbopump speeds and both turbine's
pressure ratios) are used as independent variables of an optimization _outlne
that searches for the highest value of the chamber pressure.
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Ae shown tll Fig, 69, the maximum chamber pressure for the LO2/H 2 engine was
560 N/cm 2 (812 pala) at 13345 N (3000 pounds) thrust. Also, note that helow
444B.2 N (lOOO pounds) thrust, the LO_/H 2 Atag_d combtmtton cycle power
balanced at chamber pressures below those achitwad for the direct expander
cycle, Per the LOo/CH4 engine (Fig, 70), a maximum chamber pressure nf
355 N/_m 2 (515 pale) wna achieved at: the m_imum study thrust levol of 13365 N
(3000 [hi), Nate that the LO2/CH 4 staged aomhustlon cycle power b_danced at
chambe.r pressures below the expander cycle over almost the entire thrust rangy,
Examination og the detail, cycle balance, rt_eu.lta verifi¢_d that the incraaae.d
pt_p pewter required by tim 1,02/_lt h _taged combustl:nn cycle could nat be
supplied at tim asmlmed turbine {,Blot temperate-', of 1033K (IBfOR) without
Increasing turbine pronaure ratio to magnitudes rich resulted in the _,hamb(;r
pronnuron ahovn in Fig, 70,
, Oas Oenerater _cle Limits. The methodology for the gas generator engine
cycle was based on optiml_,ing onsl, ne performance at a chosen thrust and chamber
pressure,, The engine cycle balance computer program first calculated thrust
chamber performance paramett_rs such as engine flowrate, thrust chamber flowrate,
engine specific impulse, and thrust chamber specific impulse _For a given thrust
level and chamber pressure. The program then calculated the system pressure
drops and the pump discharge pressures, Based on the engine flowrates and the
pump discharge pressures, the fuel pump and the oxidizer pump designs were
detcrmlned. The turbine required horsepowers ware then set eq,-1 to those of
the pumps. The gas generator design was based on a combustion temperature of
1033K (1860R), and its mixture ratio and hence flowrate can then be calculated.
Nith this new gas generator _lowrate, the thrust chamber performance parameters
were recalculated, and new engine delivered specific impulse obtained. A ,]
multl-dimcnsional optimization routine was then used to flnd the maximum
p_rformance by changing four selected key independent variables that included _i
the oxidizer and fuel pump rpm and oxidizer and fuel turbine pressure ratio. ,,
Thls optimization was performed within the constraints of the pump and turbine i_
desJ_ limits and consistent with the available turbine drive energy. (,[
Design points for the gas generator cycle engines are shown in Table 9. Design 'I_
points were selected to provide maxlmum performance based on the performance
curves shown in Fig. 66.
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TABLE 9. aA5 5ENERATOR CYCLE DESIGN POTNT_ (_" 400_I)
....... ............ lI,L,l,,I :. D_'L'IVERED
CHAMBER SPECIFIC
THRUST PRESSURE IMPULSE
MIXTURE N N/CM2 N-SEC/KG
PROPELLANT RATIO (LBE) (PSIA) (LBF_SEC/LBH)• J I III'I I
LO2/H2 - &,O 44hB,2 413,7 451_,8(Iono) (6oo) ( 6o,2)
t.o2111 6.0 224,1 z75.8  448,6(500) (400) (453.6)
L02/C% 3.7 4448.2 344,7 3443.5
' (1ooo) (soo) (351. )
LO2/RP-I 3,0 4448.2 227,5 3286.7(1ooo) (33o) (335.2)
m mlll .... i'.............. d lW .......
!,r_,_u.rsclj_?dF,ngLi.neCysto Ana_sia. In order to establish optimum chamber
pressure ]:or the conventional and the parallel pressurized tank pressure-fed
engine systems, analyses were conductud to provide vohlclt_ payioad trends as a
function of chamber pressure, In general_ both of the pressure-fed configura-
tions utilize a pressurant (assumed to be helltm) to expel liquld propell_nts
from the main tanks_ The c_nventtonal pressure-fed engine chamber pressure is
obtained directly from the main propellant tanks, The parallel-pressurized
fc:ed tank engine configuration utilizes a high-pressure pressurant tank to feed
and dltcrnately pressurize two, small, propellant t_mks that supply the chamber
pressure.
Propellant is fed from a main tank to one of its small pressurized tanks and
then t:o the rocket engine. Pressurizing gas is also supplied to the small
tank_ through a pressure regulator and a heat exchanger. To draw propellmzts
from the main task, the small tanks are reduced in pressure by venting. Initial
ventanC goes to the main tank to maintain its pressure and the remainder Is
dumppd overboard through thrust producing nozzles.
StartLng with a small tank full (except for ullage) of propellant0 at main tank
pre_sure_ the sequence of operations Is listed in Table If)and described as
fo l 1ows :
l, The pressurization valve and then the onglne feed valve are opened on a
sigm_l from the liquid level sensor near the top of the small tank,
Prt, ssurant gas fills the ullage space after pasu.ing through a pressure
rt.gulator aml heat exchanger, The presaurant storage tank is immersed in
the colder propellant to provide maximttm density pressurant,
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ITABLEI0. VALVE SEQUENCBOPERATIDN_FOR PARALLELSHALLTANKCONCEPT
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2, Pressurization end engine feed valves are eloped on a _tgnal from thn liquid
l_v_I sensor In thn n.gln_ feed line. The sam_ _ignal then opens th_ tank
rant volvo. Pronnuront and propnllont wiper flow to the main propellant
tank until the praflouro lent by prop¢_llanE withdrawal in regalnad, The
latter condition is remand by a proannro transducer, which flignolfl _ho ovor_
hoard vent volvo to open.
'rho rome|rider of tim vented materiel 1o rnlofunod through o rearward facing
o._,_.lo t:o pr.vldt, additional thrust. A chock v_llw_ provonta any flow from
Lh¢_ m_dn t;lnk.
t. _m_thor prey,rare controlled wive nll_wn L4tl_n_ 0£ rhc _mal% tnnk, t'r.m the
IIh'illl t_tllk,whim Itf_ prtvmur, in below L_'hotin the main tnn_, Tim overboard
WUIt VOLVOWotlld he clollodt by a o:lgnal from thv I lqutd 1.oval honour near
the t_l_ _._f Lilt, ,_mal.I tank, when the t_ank 11oo boon fLllod, ThL_ mime t_J,_nal
wl il _, .t.o clostne, or tim tank vent valve and t:ht> t ttl valve.
'1'o vnmtrc a vonttauou,_ propellant feed dur:Lng an engine burn, an owrr'tdo stt,,nal.
would I_o m, ut to opc, n tile engine feed line valve on either snail tank when the
o_het* small tauk feed line valve is closed. This acre as a safety factor above
the ,mrBln allowed in tint sizing and pressure difference, s, Pressure relief
valves on the main tanks and downstream of the pressure rugulavor protect tile
_y_tt,m from ovcrpressnro,
'rite usmlmptions of this analysis are presented in Table 11. To determine the
delivered payload to a GEe orbit, the NASA-LeRC specified vehicle gross weight
of 27216 kg (6000 pounds} was used, A representatlvo _nglno thrust of 4468.2 N
(1000 ibf) was setecU-d for the comparative analysis with LO2/H 2 as the
propellant. The assumed vcloclty increment was 5_I0 m/see (17750 it/see).
To s[mpllfy this eomparatlve analysis, spherlcal propellant tanks were asstmed
and the pressurant bottle was assumed to be located within the hydrogen tnnk.
The main tanks and pressurant bottle were composed of an aluminum liner with
Kevlar ovum#rap. Titanium was used _or the small tanks of the parallel-
pressurized feed tank engine configuration. Minimum material thicknesses
selected for the aluminum tanks was 0.1524 cm (0,060 inch) and 0.0889 cm
(0.035 inch) for titanium. The minimum Kevlar thickness was 0.03048 cm
(O.Ot2 inch), whLch colncld_s to a single minimum strand wrap. A tank wall
stress safety factor of 2 to 1 was asstmled for this analysis.
Payload trends between the engine configurations are shown in Figs. 72 and 73.
For the analysis results shown in Fig. 72, the helium pressurant temperature for
all main tanks was assumed to be the stored hydrogen temperature of 37.8 R. As
shown in Fig. 72, the parallel-pressurlzed f_ed tank configuration resulted
in a 13Z higher payload than the conventional pressure-fed engine due to
reduction in tank and pressurant weight, The maximum payload lot the engines
wa,_extremely sensltl_e to chamber pressure and Initiall_ increased due to the
Inert,nat in specific impulse, but as chamb_ar pressure increased, the Increase in
tauk weights dominated and payload decreased. A comparison Was also made using
ht,ated helium at 530 R as a pressurant (Fig. 73), Results showed an increase
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T,_LE II . PREgHURI_.-,IPEDNGINEANALY_I_
^sstmn T,q  s.
Vohlclo Orons Weight _ 27216 KR (_0,000 IbB)
l_ng'InoPolivorod Spocif£c ImpulNe • From F_I_,64
Engine Weight = from Fig. 71
Engine Thrus_ • 4448.2 Newtons (1000 Ibf)
Pro__ellant Tonks:
'rankConfiguration: Spherical
Pmain tank = 20.7 N/cm2 (30 psia) (For parallel pressurized
feed tank@
1 • 2068,4 N/cm2 (5000 psia) (locatedin H2PHest°rage initial tank)
_{alntank ullage volume fraction • 2_
Small tank ullage volume = 5_
Small tank size = 20-second flll and 20-second drain time
Total System Weight = 2*(tank weight + engine weight + misc. weight}
NOTgS:
I. FOr the parallel pressurized-feed tank engine configuration, an average
engine specific impulse was computed from the thrust chamber and helium
nozzle contributions.
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in payload and a shift of optimum vhamb_r pro_sure to higher values than for
th_ low temperature pressurant can_. In vio.w of the higher [_ayl.mld cap_btltty,
the opt:truism chamber prossur,._s shown in FIK, 73 we: utll.izod an d_sign paints
In thn evaluation of candidate e.n_lne syatt_ms,
?u_m£-Fe__:l__/_p2_yformaneo" Summary., R_ult_ from the pump-f_d engine
cyc.le analy_on w_ro superimposed un performance ,'urv,,s a_ shown In Figs. 74 and
75. The r_nulting curw_a show Lh¢_ ,h_lLv_r_d np_cifle lmpulHo potential for
tll_ wlrious engine eonfigurat|onn over the p¢_rmlH_ibIo d_stgn range of thrust
_md chamber pre_urt_. A_ india,arid in thc_ figur_,s, th¢_ highest deliv¢_r¢,d
Hpvcifie I.mpul_e for ,,ach of the engine _yntomn accura at the maximum study
thrust h_vel of ]3345 N (]OOO lbf).
For the LO2/H 2 onglne_, tht_fut_.l-ccllpowered cycle achlt_ved the hlghost specif_r
impulse followed by the sta_t:dcombu,tlon cycle and the dlrect expander cycle
(Fig, 74). Also, f,r the LO2/CII 4 engines, th_ fuel-cell powered cycle achieved
the hf.ghoat specific impulse followed by the direct expander cycle nnd the tank
mounted pump expnnder cycle (Fig, 15).
The curves also show a decrease in delivered spoeiflc impulse as thrust is
reduced along the power limit tlne for each of the engine systems. This trend
is due to an increase in the reaction kinetic and boundary layer losses at the
low thrust levels. For the LO2/H 2 direct expander cycle engine, this specific
impulse decrease was approximately I% from 13345 N (3000 Ibf) to 2224.1 N
(500 ibf) thrust and almost 3% for LO2/CH4 over this same thrust range. It can
also be observed that engine power (a_ opposed to cooling) llmlts the maximum
achievable delivered impulse except at very low thrust levels. This is due
primarily to the low ptunpefflclencles at the moderate required pump discharge
pressure and the low propellant flowrates. At extremely low thrusts, the thrust
chamber cooling may limit the engine design.
Cy91e/Conflguratlon Evaluation
In evaluating and comparing the candidate engine cycle/conflguratlons, slx
parameters were compared at a selectee thrust level. These parameters included.'
I. "Design" chamber pressure




6. Engine cyclc/conflguratlon complexity
The design chamber pressure was based on different criteria for each engine
cycle/configuratlon. For expander-type cycles, the maximum achievable chamber
pressure for the particular cycle was used. The chamber pressure resulting
in the maximum delivered specific Impulse at the chosen thrust level was
selected for the gas generator cycle t,uglne. For the pressure-fed engine
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To determine a qunntitativa Indication of the eemplo_ity of each _nginc cycle/
_'onftguration, the number of components and the componcnttn relative complexity
for each engine were determined a_ _ho_m in Table 12. These individual compon_mt
_omplexlty fnctor_ w_re tt_ed in combinntton with the rospoetiv_ onglnc cycle
_ehematte to determine th_ complexity of each engin_ cycle/configuration.
ln._t_h:ctlng th_ engine cycle/conflguration_ to be rocon_0oflded for the engine
_y_tem preliminary design _ffort, a relative eompari_on wan performed. The
four paramett_rn _oleetcd for this r_lntive compari_on wore:
l. Ik:n_gn ,'hamber pressure
2. Dellvert_d spoetfle lmpulno
'I. Entwinewclght
4. l",nR'Lne¢omplexlty
The onglne length and the coollng margin were not included nlnce,the chamber
pressure do.tormlnes the engine length (fixed thrust) and since the thrust
chamber cooling margin factor_ wore all less than 1.0 (no cooling problems
envl sioned).
The value of each of these four parameters were transformed into normalized
faeter_ using as references the highest chamber pressure, the highest delivered
specific Impulse, the lowest engine weight, and the lowest complexity rating.
Tb_se normalized factors were weighted equally and summed to obtain a total
engine cycle/configuration rating. A high total rating is desirable.
LO/_H 2 Engine Cycle/Configuration. The engine cycle/configuration
compa'_on of the nine candidates for the LO_/H_ engine are shown in
Table 13 for a thrust level of 4448.2 N (1000 _bf). The fuel cell-powered
cycle achieved the higheet chamber pressure [689.5 N/em2 (I000 psia)] and the
highest specific impulse [4631.6 N sec/kg (472.29 ibs set/Ibm)] but also was
the heaviest engine (by at least an order of magnitude) and the most complex.
As expected, the conventional pressure-fed engine configuration was the
simplest cycle (lowest complexity rating), but also had the lowest design
chamber .-.ressureand the lowest specific impulse.
These parameters are presented in a composite bar graph in Fig. 76 . The
configuration variations of the direct expander cycle resulted in lower design
chamber pressures (lower specific impulses) and the additional components 4
required increased engine weight. The parallel pressurized feed tank conflg- I
uat fen achieved a higher specific impulse (higher chamber pressure 6or maximum
payload weight) and a lower engine weight than the conventional pressure fed
but a significantly more comple_ engine.
The relative engine cycle/configuratlon comparison for the 4448.2 N (iO00 ibf)
thrust LO_/H2 engine is presented in Table [4. These results indicated that
tile dtree[ expander cycle/configuration achieved the highest total rating.
The expander cycle achieved the second highest specific impulse factor, the
third highest engine weight factor, the fourth highest chamber pressure fac-






I.. Injoctor - rogular H2 (Coax) ,6
Clt4 (Coax) ,6
RP-I (Doublet) ,5
, L i i ,. L I
2. Injector - Staged Comb, H2 (Coax) .7
CH4 (Coax) .7
RP-I .6
.... , i , m , . ,,,, . ,,,
5. Chamber- regen H2 i
CH4 1
i
4. Chamber - Film cool H2 ,3
(Single tnj. ring) RP-1 .3
r Nozzle- radiation- fixed .3It°
6. Noz z le-radlati on-retractable 5.0
i i i i ,i i i
7. Gas generator H2 .5
CH4 .3
RP-I .5
....... _ . i i iii . j i , , ....... , i
8. Preburner H2 .3
CH4 .3
RP-I .5
9. Ignition _yste=-mln Inj. 1.3
i i i i
10. Ignition system-GG or Preburner .6
ii ill i





12. Turbine - Self contained 1
- lntogral with pump ,5
13. _oarbax nozzle axtention .5
14. Main fuel pump-eentrifu_al H2 1,2
CH4 1.1
RP-1 I
15. Main fuel pump-positivedisp. !-!2 1.2
17.1-I4 I,1
RP-I .5
16. Fuel boost pump H2 1
CH4 I
RP-I I
17. Main oxid. pump-centrifugal 1
= • • -- ,t ,i ,
18. Oxid. boost pump I
19. Alternator I
i i
20. Electric motor I
21. Power condltioner/controller I
22. Fuel cell system 25,0
2S. AdditionalH2 feed system for 4.6
fuel cell system (use with CH4
or RP-I eng.}
=,,, i i
24. Fuel parallel press, tanks H. .3
: NO expulsion z eOlp .3Assume __ positiveDevices required .. -41 . I
2S. Oxid. parallel press, tanks .3
t
Valve-Rel ief ,2
Accumulator - 02, H2 or CH4 .3
. , , • i i i i ii
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TABLE 12 . (Pancluded)
COMPONENT COHPI,I'X.II:Y.....
V ii-vT:TE.-tV f/o.-.rr motor l
or ....
Immlmati¢
27, Valv_ - :mlLmoid ,2
214. Vatvo - ¢lwck .l
.!_. Vll|llvo - pr_Slll°(_ roll. ._
,%err l!ng,Mount l,ong'rankMount
30, Main Duct o ripid II_ ,l ........_,_-_..........
{;II4 ,I ,3
, RP-I ,1 .3
02 .1 .3
llot gas .2 .6




llot gas .4 .8
32. Sm_llI duct - gimbaled . l
33. Power transmission circuit .I
34. TYC System 2.8
35. Engine controller l+.2x(#functions}
and instrumentation 3 function 1.0
and wiring harnesses 5 2.0
ftmction=any componcnt I0 3.0
that requires A 15 4.0
control input 20 5,0
Valve 25 6.0
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q_a LO_/H 2 angina cycla/canfiguration _omparisvn for a design thrur, t_ of
2224,1 N (§0O lbf) is _um_ar_,ad £n Table [5 and 16. Again the di:ecC
e_paudor cycle achieved gh_. highest overall rating, Therefore, the direvt
_zpa.dur eycl_/eanftguration was a_,loeted aa tile LO2/H 2 tmgino t.a ha return-
rear,dad for pralimtnnry engine design eval.,mtton.
I,Oo/H__dvoearboa _np__ln,_ Cy._] o/C_mf l_plragh,n. Th_ pllr_m_tar campari_an for
th. LO27hydraearhan engine,s l.fl pr_:,flmltt,d ta T.b]o 11 and Fig, 77 for n
thru,_ of 446fl.2 N (IOflfl 1hi), BaCh Lfl2/Cl!6 mid LO2/RP_! engines ware ovalu-
at_d. Prt_Jsurt_--fod .n_ln¢,_ wt,ro not _w0,Juntc_d _lne¢_ law ehnmb_r prtmuurt,
_.q)er_ILl_m f,Jr bot:h ttf tharlo pr_q)nl_lan_, wnr| _tr'_moly l imL_cd dut_ Lo Chrna_
_'hamb_r c_._ttnp, dtffl__'.uLttot_. Tim only 1,O2/8P_1 engine eyell_/ermfJgurn_ioa
_:'valtltll:_d W_t_ tht, 8a¢-; _,om_r._or t._yt:ln. Thhl confl, guraelon wan made f_mnlble
(Lhrlmf chamhvr co_ll.n_,)by anaumlng Cho ¢_xla_onca og a 8ao-nld¢_ carbon layor,
Ovt_r,'el } tmghm cycl.e/vtmflgar.t Ion ratm_ rvmdt_ wt_,ro aim_l._tr to Choa¢_ pre-
_hnmly prvtmntcd for [,O2/1t2. At_ ah_n tn Tablo IB , the L02/Ctt 4 direct
_pandvr cycle entwine aehiewd the hi, theist total rating. Also noted in
Table 18 was that the LO_/CII 4 gas generator cycle engine rc_sultc, d in a higlwr
tota.t ratln_ than t:ha LO2/RP-I _as generator cycle ongint_ due to higher rating
faet_ra tn all categories _xcept engine complexity. Based on Lheflt_ comparison
results, the LO2/CH4 direct expander cycle/configuration was selected a_ the
LO0/hydrocarbon engine to be recotmendud for preliminary eng_nt_
d e_ Lgn t!va l Ua t ion.
t
Dw_i£_ Point Thrust° In selecting the design thrust for the preliminary design
o'f-'th_,'_(wo-cng_ _ycle/configurattons, the delivered specific impulse vartatiofl
with thrust on the engine cycle limit was evaluated. The data of Figs. 74 and 75
were replotted in Figs. 78 and 79 for the LO2/H 2 and LO2/CH 4 expander cycle
engines, As previously discussed, the design thrust specific impulse decreased
with decrease in thrust due to increases in the reaction kinetic and boundary
layer losses and the decrease in the ti_eorettcal specific impulse due to the
decrease in design chamber pressure. This specific impulse trend 4.a amplified
if the engine £s required to throttle, Although at the time of this study
the need and benefit of engine throttling was not clear, the delivered specific
tmpnlse at a 4:1 throttled condition was determined for two throttling approaches:
(1) constant chamber pressure (variable chamber throat area), and (2) constant
throat area (variable chamber pressure). The obvious advantage of constant
pressure throttling is clearly shown. The high chamber pressure and high
nozzle area ratio (e = iT00) result In increasing the delivered specific impulse
to values higher than those at the design thrust condition. The specific
impulse for the 4:1 throttled condition is plotted at the design thrust so that
each engine is described by reading values on a vertical, line (design thrust)°
As shown In Figs. 78 and 79. the throttled condition specific impulse values for both
the LO2/H2 and LO2/CR 4 engines start to sharply decrease below a design thrust ,_
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The engine cycle/conflguratlon comparisons previously presented and the p_rfor-
manes variation with thrust were r_vtewed by NASA-LeRC personnel and the two
reco_ended engine cyele/eonflgruations were approved for preliminary design. .....
A deelgn thrust of 2224.1 N (500 Ibf) was selected by NASA-LeRC for the two
engines.
ENGINE SYSTEM PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The approach taken in the preliminary design of the 2224.1 N (500 Ibf) thrust
LO2/H 2 and LO2/CH 4 engines was first to define englne systems which would operate
aC maximum chamber pressure within the design constraints of the onglne system
components. This was accomplished through iterations of cycle balances and
engine component preliminary designS. Initlnl balances were used to establish
component operating requirements. Component preliminary designs (e.g. pumps,
turbines, thrust chamber) were generated fer those requirements and their perfor-
mance characteristics were defined, This information was then used in the cycle
balance with iterations performed until the cycle balance output matched the
performance characteristics of the component preliminary designs. Final engine
cycle balances Were performed at the nominal design condition and the _10%
mixture ratio off-design conditions. The balances determined the delivered
engine specific impulse, the cOndltlons of each major component, and the
required turbine bypass flows.
Layout drawings and/or sketches showing principle dimensions of the major
components were prepared. An engine layout drawing was prepared for each
engine incorporating a retractable nozzle extension to minimize engine
length. Mass prope=tles of the engines, consisting of engine weight breakdown,
glmballed moments of inertia and center of gravity locatlon, were determined.
Using updated thrust chamber heat transfer data, parametric engine performance
(delivered specific impulse) and engine dimension (engine length and diameter)
data were gathered over a range of thrust, chamber pressure, and area ratio.
In addition, parametric engine weights were generated over this same parameter
range.
Guldelin_s and Assumptions
The major guidelines utilized in the preliminary design effort were the same as
those previously presented in Table 2 (Thrust Chamber), Table 7 (Pump Stages),
and Table 8 (Turbine Stages).
Since the pump and turbine efficiencies directly influence the achievable
design chamber pressure for an expander cycle _nglne, the number of pump and
turbine stages which had been utilized in the conceptual design effort was
re-evaluated in an attempt to maximize chamber pressure for the preliminary
designs. Results of the study indicated that an increase In the number of pump
stages (one to two for the oxygen pumps and three to four for the hydrogen
and methane pumps) resulted in a 15% improvement in oxygen pump efficiency and
a 4% improvement in the hydrogen and methane pump efficiencies. Since no
_aechanical or hydrodynamic design problems were _oreseen with an IncreaSe in
the number of stages, two-stage oxygen pumps and four-stage fuel pumps were
selected for the preliminary design configurations.
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A similar study which compared two-stage, partial-admission fuel turbines with
the single-stage partial-admission turbines utilt_ed in th_ conceptual designs
resulted in a 2% efficiency increase. However, due to the lack of previous
_xperlenco with two-s_age part_al-admisalon turblnos, the predicted Increase
was somewhat quostlonable and the slngle-stage configurations were retaln_d.
_'ni_8._A__S_s_emDealS_n_
LO2/H2.Expand_r Cycle EnBine.
Dyat_npoJn_ 0peratinK__,araet_risttes. Performance and operating charac-
teristics of the LO2/H 2 engine system at the nominal design point of 2224.1 N
(500 pounds) thrust and a mixture ratio of 6.0 are summarized2in Table 19 and
F_g. 80, The achieved design chamber prvssurv was 328.9 N/cm (477 psin) for
the nominal mixture ratio of 6. The delivered specific impulse was 4564.5 N-
sue/kg (465.45 lbf-sec/lbm) for the 400-to-1 area ratio nozzle. The breakdown
of the thrust chamber performance losses for this engine is presented in
Fig. 81 obtained using simplified JANNAF methodology. The heat less term is
included in the one-dlmensional equilibrium (ODE) specific impulse. The major
performance losses were associated with the reaction kinetic loss (2,3%) and
the boundary layer loss (3.3%).
Off-Deslgn Operating Characteristics. Off-design operating characteristics
for the LO2/H2 engine system and components at 2224.1 N (500 pounds) thrust
and mixture ratios of 5.4 and 6.6 are given in Appendix C.
Engine Operation and Control. Control valves for the LO2/H _ engine are
identified in the schematic presented in Fig. 80. Six primary engine control
valves are provided. Three of these valves are modulated while the other three
are on-off valves. The inlet oxidizer valve (IOV, Valve Number 2) and the
inlet fuel valve (IFV, Valve Number i) provide propellant isolation functions
by isolating the engine system from the propellant feed system between firings.
Propellant leakage at _he pump seals determined the location of these valves
just upstream of the pumps. The main oxidizer valve (HOV, Valve Number 4) and
the main fuel valve (MFV, Valve Number 3) provide engine start and shutdown
functions. The main oxidizer valve (MOV, Valve Number 4) and the turbine bypass
valve (TBV, Valve Number 5) provide mixture ratio and thrust control. The
oxidizer turbine bypass valve (OTBV, Valve Number 6) extends the mixture ratio
control of the NOV at off-design thrust and mixture ratio conditions. These
three valves (MOP, TBV, OTVB) are modualted valves.
Engine Layout. The component arrangement for the LO2/H 2 engine is
shown in Fig. 82. The overall engine length was 91.9 cm (36.19 inches), and .......
the retracted engine length was 56.2 (22.13 inches). The engine diameter
(nozzle exit) was 42.29 cm (16.65 inches) and with the ±7 degree glmballng
requirement, the glmbal envelope diameter was 63.86 em (25,14 inches).
As shown in Fig. 82, the turbopumps were trunnion mounted to the injector flange
with a pivoting llnk located on the combustor outer wall to stabilize and allow
some relative movement between the pump housing and the thrust chamber.
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En_tno Maas Propo.rttes. Using th_ ongino c_mponont drawings nnd tho o.ngine
dostgn drrr_!ng, tho _ngtno weight of thn LO2/tl 2 _ngln_ wan 28.1 kg (62 imundH).
An ongin_ woight bro_kdown for this ongtno tn pro,ont_.d tn Tt_bto ;.!O. 'rh_ ran.lot
wulght contributors we.re tho f!xod nozzlq_, oxtdizor turbopump, and the oxtondlblo
nozzle. Thn ongtno contor of gravtt'y wnn dotormtnod to b_ 25.2 em (0.92 tnehon)
from the gtlllho] point with tllt_ no_zto oxtodud (T,2bln 21). Tho eomptmont lmck,_;o
;irrllngomt:rlt clo_o to I:ho gimb+tl rofltlll+od In /1 l!onq;lrd vontor of _r,lvJty ,llld
inlnimizod tho gimb_liod nl;ltaA. Tho eotlLt_r o_ _;iHv|ty movod _lppruxln|_ltol¥ 5 _m
C2 Inoht, n) e losor tn tim glmb_il point with tho nogzlo oxt_n_lon rotrnvtod.
In _Kldtt-ion, tho momont of Lnorti,| _}f tho oHgJno /ihol|t: tho theoo nxoH wgtH
dotormlnod Itl_ Rllo_m In T;tblo 21.
TABLE 19. LO2/H 2 I.Nf,INE PI,',RI;ORIqANCF,CHARACq?ERISTICS
DEII[GNPOINT, I)/F_.6.0
,,, ,',, , I III I I I I I I ...................
Thrust, N, ilbf) 222_.1 I 500
Chamber Pressure, N/cmz (psla) 328.9 I 477
Engine Mixture Ratio, O]F 6.0
Area Ratio 400
ODE Specific Impulse, N-seclkg (lbf-sec/lbm) 4882.7 497.9
ODE Characteristic Velocity, H/sac (ft/sec) 2334.2 7658
Specific Impulse Energy Reluse Efficiency, Fraction .9950
Specific Impulse Reaction Kinetic Efficiency, Fraction .9774
Specific Impulse Divergence Efficiency, Fractlon .9957
Specific Impulse Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss .5912
Efficiency, Fraction (1)
Specific Impulse Boundary Layer Efficiency, Fraction .9666
Delivered Specific Impulse N-sec/kg (lbf-sec/lbm) 4565.0 465.5
I I I I I
II) Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss
Included In ODE Specific Impulse
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TABLE 20. LO2/H 2 ENGINE HASS PROPERTIES
L02/H2
THRUST: 2224.1N (500Ibf)











H2 TURBOPUMP 2.72 6.00
LO2 TURBOP_P 4.99 11.00






IGNITERAND EXCITERS 1.02 2.25
TOTALWEIGHT 2B.46 62.75
PRECEDINGPAGEBL/_K NOT FILMF_ t40
...... - ........ • . T "" ' i, ii m,i,i, _m ,m i i " i'( i- , i' i i i _ i 1 iiii _ --_ ....
O0000002-TSE02
NOZZLE EXTENDED
"_ ........ k ...................... J" ........
__J_ + ,+++ +., ...................
WEIGHT,kg cO,¢m(INCHES) g.cm2 MOMENTOF INERTIA, (LB-IN.2)t. ,,n.....................(F'OUNOm-'_- !....Y ++ z .... .i_-._. ivv I,,
28.46 25,20 .1.04 0.15 8057 32787 329111
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28.46 19.SS .1.04 o.1s
(62.75) 17.75) (.0.41) (0.06)
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_- . _ +X ACTUATORATTACH
+Z
L4L
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00000002-TSE03
I_02/.CIII_ I,IxPrLml,_r (:yt:lc__.j_,l|ll!no.
II.i,_tj._n t!!)l!kt OP_,r_|tilll__ Ch_u'acc_qt'tt_t leu. p,,rl't_rm_met_ nnd op_Wal IP,l_ ch_lrm'-
,,.,.i.t t,,. tt ,. 'i.0)?L'tu0 ;;¢.'¢,';,,,( ,,,,,,1,,,,1d,,.i n o.,l,.: ,,r I n
t!iOO p,Ullldttj t:hrul_t _lnd _1mixture rntlu of 'l.l ,re ttUlllnl_lr:l;:od Ill Table _ "tml
FiY,. H |.
'rho ,ivhloved ,h,tdpu chlllllbt_r protilUll_O, wlltl '|07.S N/till ')" (6/¢(_1pHlli) tlor Ihe llOluln,II
mixture i'nllA_ _1' 3.1, 'l'hlt_ Oltl;lue del IvoreJ _ up¢,eifle Impulue till ',_56.3 N_tlop/
kp, t _t_i.2¢l Ibt_t_ev/Ibm) for t:hv 6{lO-tn-I _lrt,;i ratl._ nm,,z, le. The thruut ch_tmb,,r
portorm_lllVO Iotin breakdown protWlllod in Fit'. At+ Illdleatot_ that the. mnl,_r Iotln
I,w1_r_ ,ll"V flu, re,let lea khleli¢ lotto (b.lZ) mid the Imundnry ln_,er Iom_ (1,,'¢,.'.',_.
DI I-I)o_).lll!l .Op.o.rat lull _la.ra.et_{r.t_!_.J;tT._ ., Off-des,lgn _q_ori:t'lng ehllrllelerlt_tlct_
Iof the i,O_?]1;116ollglilP ttVtct'em Olld POlrl_Onelltt_ 'It 2226,1 N (500 pound) thrut_t told
IlllNllll't_ l'_ll loft el it. il,'t _|nd /t.O? tire _i.vetl in Aplu,ndtx [;.
En__(no...Ol_t_r/|(.lol!.._lll_!_{_t_!_.tt_tll ., Operation rout control of the LO2/I:II/_ englm,
are the. t_;m_e. _1_ prt, viou_lv det_cr:ibed for the LO2/I12 engine.
I,_ulki.ne [,_yout. 'Pitt, ¢onlpolaent arr+mgem_nt for the LO,_[Ci_6 ongiue Is sht_wlt
itl Fir. 8"_." ;l'h__''layout of the LO_/CX 4 engine is similar _o the 1,0,_/il,_ i,lyottt
(!"!_;. 82). The primary differences are the final.loP turbopumps nnd"_i_'ghtly
I;lrgt,r envelope for tht, LO2/CH 4 configuration. 'rhe evernll ellgine lt, ngrh W_ltl
q4.1 ¢m (31.Oh Inc|les) and the rotriw_:d [o1_gth wat_ r_6.6 cm (22.28 Ineho.).
Tho eltpiue dilullt*ter w_Is 43.7 ¢IP. (17.22 im'hes) at tilO nozzle oxlt.
I0_1_&|_o_t._.p.ro2ortae_. Thc ¢_fleulatod weight for the I,O,_/C,H4 engluo w_m
25.H kg (bb.87 poundta), and the _,ngJ.ne we.lght breakdown i_ sho_'u in Table d.'.i.
The ran loP ditferenceta from the LO2]li 2 engine tire in thc_ t:urbopump wetyhts. As
Iov the 1,O,_]ll,, onglnet the major on$11ne weight contributors were the fixed
tlOb';',,lt,, ex_t, tldlble hogtie, alld the osygen turbOpllmp.
The t'tlp{tto t'otlet, r o{" gravity trends _lnd the momontn of tnertt_ of rhe I,O?/(IH 6
cttt};ltlt' Wtltl.h| bl' similar to theft, of the LD2/tl 2 ell,;.[llt'.
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TAIH,_2;-_, 14021CIl4 EN(,_INIe PERFOIIMANCE(III^RAP,TER[HTICS
I)EST{]NPOINT, O/F _-3.7
.... Jm, ,,,. , II " _ IIIII _'_l [ .. j , . ,, I I[
Thrust, N, (Ibf) 2224.1 I 500
Chamber Pressure, N/cm2 (psta) 307.5 I 5h6
Engine Hlxture Ratio, OIF 3.7
Area Ratio 400
ODESpeclflc Impulse, N-sec/kg (lbf-sec/Ibm) 4016.8 409.6
ODECharacteristic Velocity, M/sac (ft/sec) 1823.9 5984
Specific Impulse Energy Release Efficiency, Fraction ,9800
Specific Impulse Reaction Kinetic Efficiency, Fraction .9386
Specific Impulse Olvergence Efficiency, Fraction .9957
Specific Impulse Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss .9945
Efficiency, Fraction (1) I
Specific Impulse Boundary Layer Efficiency, Fraction .9964
Delivered Specific ImpulseN-sec/kg (Ibf-sec/Ibm) 3543.1 361.3
[I) Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss
Included In ODESpecific Impulse
It, 3
. ;;: ._ ._. ..= ._.....
I
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TABLE 23, LO2/CB4 ENGINE MASS PROPERTIES
LO2/CH4
THRUST: 2224.1 N (500 ]bf)







MAIN COMBUSTOR 2.11 4.65
FIXEDNOZZLE 5.17 11.39
EXTENDIBLENOZZLE (t=0.018IN.) 4.08 9,00
EXTENDIBLEMECHANISM 2.35 5.17
CH4 TURBOPUMP 2.27 5.00
LO2 TURBOPUMP 3.18 7.00






IGNITERAND EXCITER ].02 2.25
TOTALWEIGHT 25.B0 56,87
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This nubnection d_ncribes Lh_ deni_n paint operating ehara_t_rlntics and mech-
anlca] de.slgnn of _ho mnjc_r L02/I{ 2 and LO2/CH 4 r_ngine compvn_nta. Ba_h _n_lne, n
utiliT._ thn name. basic _yp_ _f _mpon_mt configurationn (n,g, two_nta_e oxidiznr
pump, four-_tnge fuel pump). With thn exception of the thrust chambnrn, basic
materinl_ are also the F_nmo,
_hy_LmC_Ch!_mbpr_D_0_i_D,Yt)r the 224.I_ (500 lbf) thrust LO2/H 2 _nalna with a
d{,nign ch#lml)c,r pronnurc of 328.0 N/t;m2 (477 pain) a enmbustlnn chamber lpngth
{ff 11.3 cm (4,45 tnc'l-,_n) and a contraption ratio of 5.2 were determined frnm thn
previously pr_,nontod t'omhnnt.[nn chamber gnnmotry, eurvtm for LO2/g 2, In the
prt).,,nn of i)_rf_,rmlni_ the. vomhur-ltor holit tvanflfor analysts, the cnmbuntnr heat
Input wan npproxtmnt(,ly :102 It)war than the on_lne cycle balance valu(_, and
tl._r(,lor(: tim ct_mlmstor chnmher t(,ngth wan tncrt,_lned to 13,07 em (5.5 inches),
'l'h_ increm_(,(I 1.on_;rh _lh_.l.ld (_,rCher onnur,(_ hL_;h vombustton efficiency, An
_ll,own In Fig. H6, the (,omhuntor chamber contm, r at lee Cod far the L02/tl 2 ¢_n_lno
h/l_:_tqq_rogllll,|t_,ly _! 7.(i2 vm (3 inch) Ion?., ey].lndrlcal ne(,tion fallowed by a
_wnth.: ("20 deW,roe m_xlmum wall (ing_e)e_mver_xoneo _ectJon, The cyi, lndrtcal
secl:.[on provl(les a vuporl_.atlt_n,mixing, nnd eonlbuFztJ(}l!region and the )_,0nt]o.
convergence, s_,ct ton wl] ! prevent any boundary layer separation which could
[ncruase throat regJ_m heat trmmf, pThe throag diameter was 2,093 cm
(0.82_ inch) and the injector face diameter wa_ 4.773 cm (I.,879Invhtm).
The complete thrust chamber contour for that LO2/H 2 engine with a 400-to-1
area ratio nozzle is presented in Fig. 87. The length from the Injector fac_
to the nozzle exit (not overall engine length) is 80.5 cm (31.7 inches) and the
nozzle exit diamet.er is 42.29 cm (]6,65 inches).
For the 2224.1 N (500 lbf) thrust LO2/CH 4 engine with a design chamber pressure
of 307.5 N/cm2 (446 psla), a combustion chamber length of 13,39 cm (5.27 inches)
and a cortractlon ratio of 5.4 were obtained from the LO2/CH4 combustion
chamber geometry data previously d_scussed. To ensure an adequate coolant heat
input, the combustion chamber length was increased to 13.97 cm (5.5 inches).
A gradual convergence chmnber contour similar to that defined for the LO2/H 2
engine wau chosen for the LO2/CH 4 engine. The throat diameter was 2.16 cm
(.850 inch) and the injector face diameter was 5.03 cm (1.975 inch). The
400-to-i area ratio nozzle was scaled to obtain the rest of the thrust chamber
contour. Combustion chamber and nozzle contours for the LO2/CH4 engine are
shown in Figs. 88 and 89.
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Coolant Pas,Aas.e Design. Using th_ _rios cool.ant circuit previously
described, the thrust chamber coolant pae_age d_nign was dot_xmined u_ing the
RockOtdyne regonorativ_--caoling design/analysis computer program. The thrust
chamber notion coolant circuit conntntod of a nin_,lo uppao8 combu0tor cooling
circttit followed in serle_ by _1 two-pa_, nozz.lo etreult, _qle coolant inlet
and outlet for the nozzle wL,ro located t_t the low nrtm ratio and to permit
,'loarant:c far tho extendible no_,zlo. A radiation-cooled nozz]o extension tlas
attached at an arch ratio of 200-to-i for both on,,Inca.
LO2/JJ 2 Thrust Chamber. The resulting NARloy-Z channel wail combu_tor
v,mlant l)l.|S_a_O, dofl.{.gn for tho 1,02/H 2 ongine t, proso_nted in FiB. 90. The
(lvul_;n ,'ouslsted of 39 channo.lu with minimum channel dimensions oft
Channel Width: 0.0762 em (0,03 in)
{_hannel Depth: 0.0813 em (0.032 in)
(:hannol Land: 0.0836 cm (0.0329 t.n)
Wall Thickness: 0.0635 cm (0.025 in)
The maximum channel depth-to-width ratio was 3.5 which is lower than _he limit
of 4.0 set in the heat transfer analysis. In fact, all the mlnimua channel
dimensions are wlthln current fabrlcatlo, limits.
The result:lug two-dlmensional wall temperatures are presented in Fig. 91. The
maximum gas-slde wall (Twg), the coolant-slde wall (Twc), the back-slde wall
(Tback), and the coolant bulk (Tbulb) temperatures are presented. The maximum
gas-slde wall temperature was 750.6-K (891 F) located approximately 2.5 cm
(i inch) upstream of the geometric throat. This value is lower than the 811 K
(I000 F) durability limit pre_ioulsy sot.
The maximum coolant Math number in the combustor was 0.154 and a coolant heat
input of 349.4 KW _331.2 BTU/sec) was achieved. The combustor coolant pressure
drop was 26.5 N/cm_(38.4 psi) including exit manifold losses. The minimum
yield safety factor was 8 and the minimum cycle llfe section occurred near
the throat but exceeded 2000 cycles times a safety factor of four.
The coolant tube design of the two-pass stainless tube nozzle to an area
ratio of 200-to-I is shown in F_[g.92. A constant tube wall thickness of
0.0245 cm (0.01 inch) was used. To minimize weight a round tube design was
selected. The resulting design consisted of 480 tubes (240 up and 240 down)
wlth the outside diameter variation shown in Fig. 92.
The maximum fixed nozzle wall temperature was 778 K (940 F). The complete
temperature distributions are presented in Fig. 93. The arrows indicate the
direction of coolant flow. Maximum coolant Math number was 0.105. The coolant
heat input from the fixed nozzle was 170.8 KW (161.9 BTU/sec) with a 6.7 N/cm 2
(9.7 psi) coolant pressure drop. The minimum yield safety factor exceeded four _
and a cycle life exe_ding 700 cycles times a safety factor of four was
achieved.
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L_O2/fl_l{6 Thrtmt Ch_n_mb£[r. The coolant passage, desian for the nickel
chnnnol wall combu_tor of tile LO2/CH4 L_ng_ne is presented in FIR. 94. The
doslgn consisted cf 43 chanDols w_th ml,lmum channel d|menslons of:
Channel Width' 0,0889 cm (0.035 iauh)
Channsl D_pth' 0,1143 cm (0.045 inch)
Chnnnel Land: 0.0796 cm (0.0313 inch)
Wail Thickness: 0.07[I cm (0.028 hlch)
As l;ortlm LO2/H 2 combu,tor, the ,:hannel dlmonslons of the LO2/CH4 eomhustor are
all within current_ fabrication limits.
Tim two-dimensional wnll temperature distributions for th¢_ LO2/CH 4 combustor are
idmwn I, Fig. 95. A maximum wall tcmpcrnture of 977.8 K (1300 _) was obtained,
whlvh is equal to thu nivke] durabJlity limit temperature. A coolant hoa_
hlpuC ,_f 237.4 KW (234.5 RTU/sec) and a c_ulnnt pressure drop of 83.8 N/cm 2
(12l.{_ psi) result_ed. As for the LO2/it 2 eombustor, the structural and cyclic
life far exceed the specified requirements.
'the fixed nozzle coolant tube design is presented in Pig. 96. A total of
700 round stainless steel tubes were used. The maximum nozzle wall temperature
was 979 K (1302 F) as shown in Fig. 97; however, the maximum coolant-side
temperature was 971 K (1288 F) which is only 7 K (12 F) less than the methane
coking limit temperature. Therefore, this thrust chamber design is close to
the coolln_; llm_t for LO2/CH4 regeneratlve/radlatlon-cooled thrust chambers.
The fixed nozzle coolant heat input was 113.4 KW (106.5 BTU/sec) and a coolant
pressure drop of 21.4 N/em 2 (31 psi) was obtained.
Mechanical Design. The combustors for the LO2/H2 and LO2/CI{4 anglers are
similar in construction and consist of milled channel wall liners with electro-
deposited (ED) nlckel closeouts. Material for the LO2/H2 liner is NARIoy-Z
copper alloy. Material for the LO2/CH4 liner is nickel . The manifolds are
trach_ned from stainless steel bonded to the liner and closeoust welded. A
cylindrical ED nickel stiffener was incorporated to strengthen the chamber throat
region. A flanged manifold is located at the combustor-to-flxed nozzle joint.
This manifold Joint could be welded once developmental testing of the thrust
chamber was completed and would result in a weight saving.
The fixed nozzle was a conventional tubular brazed nozzle section. The two-
pass coolant circuit design permits the unobstructed extension of the radlatlon-
cooled nozzle extension. The design of the fixed nozzle coolant inlet and
outlet manifolds enables identical up and down tube designs. At the 200-to-I
area ratio location, a CRES turnaround manifold closes off the fixed nozzle
and provides a terminal and seal Junction for the nozzle _xtenslon.
_,e radiation-cooled nozzle extension Is a 0.046 cm (0.018 inch) thick L605
contour which would be extended by a ball screw mechanism powered by an electric









t_xtrt+mo t_nd of the noz.zlo _xtonRionVe tr+lvo.1 provido_ a shutoff fnr the mt_tt_r
drive. A worm gear and fl_+xJblo f+ht+ftA to the, thr_o ball _crow_ temple.to the
no.+-+zlo ext_ndtng mechanism Proviutonn for the gt+mbal actn+_tnrn w++rt_ provided
by tnvorporating two +_lovi8 attatrlimonta co tilt. atrttetur_, housing the hall _crew
mo_'hanl_+m f_r the extendible nozzle.
l+nl_t__qt_or__Dp3-1_I__II0
I.:loment Ih_tOj_. Bnal, d _nl the propellants ted t:|m engine design eond/tl_m_.
tlw +'++n+,+,ntrl+, ++,l++mo.ntl+n+l+++l'ttbrwar+ _ol¢wtod for both en_l,tllefl, The port:Inont
imram+,t+,rn Ih+r tim t"_ tn,l+,¢t+_r dealing +irl+ l+rl,gontt_d £n T/lble 24, Bo_h ln.|l,+,-
tort; _,+mzllfll_,d _f 18 +_lpmq,l+Ltl wl+ll 1,2 o lomlmtll +In th+_ uu_or r+ng end 6 In tie +
Jlllll_rI' Ill)_°
The, I,I)._/ll+_ Inlt,_'tor roa_ult_d Jn an oxpand_,d Iivdroe, on volm'Jty of /+fig m/_+et'
(1',8,1 It/re,t.) ;lad till oxygt+ll vt, l twltv t,[ Ifi ,l/t+t_¢' (53 ft/tw¢). An oxldl+:or
pt_;t l't,ot,lll| i+i 0,1016 _,m (0.04 ln_,h) Wile+ l+_olt+ctt,tl.
'l'h.. hl_:lwr oxylw._ fl<,wrato of the I002/_114 In,Jotter rt.qulrtrd a +_ll+;htly larger
t+xltllzt,i + im_lt tllanlvtt, r. The t_xpandod mt_thtlnt, velocity wa_ 26:t m/_et' (_162 I't/at, c)
.itltl tht, oxygt,t_ veloc|ty w+|m t3 m/mac (63 it/mot'). Duo tt_ the larger oxidizer
po_;l tll_unt, tor_ tht, po_t l'et!t,_+_+ of the I,O2/C114 tu:lt, vtor wtt_+ lncl't_t_od to 0.1.52 cm
(O.l)b Inch).
Ht,t'!l.alaic/_l?t_3__n. The prt;limtnary tt|JecCor dt:slgns for the 1,O2/112 and
LO2/¢1114 cng+lnvs :ire prv, sented in l+'lg. 98. The In Jeerers vontaha 18 conctmtrlc
tubt, t, loment,_ previously described. The fuel manifold Is formed by thc injector
fact,, and a b'tck plate. Due to tht: lower heat flu_+es at the low-thrust engine
condition++, the tn]ector face would employ conductlon/rogt, ncrattve cooling.
A high thermal conductivity material much as a copper alloy ct;uld bo used as the
In+lector [ace plate, This plate would be cooled by the fuel flowing through _l'te
f+lct+ platy and the fuel flowing in the manifold. The body would be fabricated
from st.tits/eros ++teal with a copper alloy Injector face.
The fuel enters each clement through a series of holes or slots in each fuel
alL, vet+,. The oxidizer manifold is behind the fuel manifold, and the oxygen is
fed through the individual element tubes.
Out,, appro_ch to tin ignitor design is shown in Fig. 98. Two igniters arc
lust;tiled 90 degrees to the thrust chamber eentcrline, and the ignitor gas
i:lowt+ Into the combustion chamber through a cantor tube. A/though this
approach has been used In the past on 1artier ehambcrs_ this system will require
furtht, r evaluation for this lo_-thrust application,
q'tnrboma_Lr_ I_ey_j_.n. The hydrogen and methane turbopumpa for the L02/lt 2 and
L02/Cll 4 engines are similar in construction and consist of four partial-emission
centrifugal pump stages with an Inducer preceding the first-stage impclh_r; power
t_ mtppllt, d by a partial-admi+lston_ single-stage axial-flow turbine. The




TABLE 2_+. LOW TI_UST ENGI,_]EINJECTOR S_Y
THRUST: 2224.1N (5o0Ibf)
LO2/H2 LO2/CH4
CHAMBERPRESSURE,Nlcm2 (psla) 328.9(47?) 307._(446)
MIXTURERATIO @ 3,7
ELEMENTTYPE CONCENTRIC CONCENTRIC
NUMBEROF ELEMENTS 18 18
OXIDIZER:
"POST"INSIDEDIAMETER,cm (IN,) 0,i_7 (0,05). 0,1524(0,06)
"POST"OUTSIDEDIAMETER,cm (IN.) 0.1778(0.07) 0,203_([}.OH)
MKTERIN(&ORIFICEDIAMETER,cm (IN.) 0.0864(0,034) 0.0914(0,036)
LOT FLOWRATE,kg/sec(Ib/sec) 0,419 (0:953) 0.4.944(1.09)
EXI'TVELOCITY,m/so(_(ft/sec) 16.2 (53) 13.1 (43)
PRESSUREDROP,N/cmz (psi) 51.0 (74) 49.6 (72)
FUEL:
CUPOUTSlDEDIAMETER.,cm (IN.) 0,2921(0.115) 0.2794(0,110)
CuP GAP, cm (IN.) 0,0572(0,0225) 0.0381I_0151FUELFLOWRATE,kg/sec (lb/sgc) .0699 0.1.54) 1338 129 )
GAP VELOCITY,m/sec (ft/sec) 615.7 (2020) 385.9 (1266)
EXPANDEDVELOCITY,m/see (ft/._ec) 484.3 (1589) 262.7(862)
PRESSUREDROP,N/cm2 (psia) 49.6 (72) 68.95(I00)
ELEMENT:
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The oxygen turbopumps for the L02/H 2 _,ndLO2/CH 4 engines are also similar in
construction and consist of two partlal-emlsslon contrlfugal pump stages with :m
inducer preceding the first stage Impellerl power is supplied by a partial-
admission, single-Stage axlal-flow turbine slmilar to the fuel pump drive
turbines. The mechanical arrangement and overall dimensions of th_ oxidizer
turbopumps are shown in Fig. i00.
Deslg_ Point Operating Characteristics,
Hydrogen Tur.bopump- LO2/H2 Engine. Major design point hydrodynamic
and aerodynamlc-paramoters for the-hydrogen pump and drive turbine are given in
Tables 25 and 26. At the design speed of 12553 rod/see (119870 rpm), the pump
develops a head rise o_ 10921 H (35830 it) with a delivered hydrogen flow rate
of .000984 M3/sec (15.59 _pm) and an efficiency o_ 37.9 percent. The turbine
provides the required power of 19.67 Kw (26.38 HP) us_,ug .0628 kg/sec (.138 lb/sec)
at an inlet temperature and pressure of 558 K (1005 R) and 581 N/cm 2 (843 psia)
respectively and a pressure ratio of 1.31. A turbine efficiency o£ 5_,i percent
is predicted.
Oxygen Turbopump - L02/_H2En__. Major design point hydrodynamic
parameters for the oxygen pump and drive turbine are given in Tables 27 and 28.
At the design speed of 2512 rad/sec (23990 rpm), the pump develop_ a head rise
of 424 M (1392 it) with an oxygen delivered ftowrate of .000366 M_/sec (5.80 gpm)
and an efficiency of 28.2 percent. The turbine provides the required power of
6.16 Kw (8.26 _P) using .0608 kg/sec (.134 Ib/sec) of hydrogen gas as the working
fluid at an inlet temperature and pressure of 537 K (967 R) and 443 N/cm2
(643 psia) respectively, and a pressure ratio of 1.16. A turbine efficiency of
30.7 percent is predicted.
Methane Turbopump - LO2/CH4_. Major design point hydrodynamic
and aerodynamic Parameters for th_ethane pump and drive turbine are given in
Tables 29 and 30. At the design speed of 4899 rad/sec (56330 rpm) the pump
develops a head rise of 194 M (8358 it) with a methane delivered flowrate of
.000315 M3/sec (4.0 gpm) and an efficiency of 34.9 percent. The turbine provides
the required power of 7.27 KW (9.75 HP) using .120 kg/sec (.265 iblsec) of
methane gas as the working fluid at an inlet temperature and pressure of 930 K
(1674 R) and 567 N/cm 2 (823 psla) respectively and a pressure ratio of 1.35.
A turbine efficiency of 42.5 percent is predicted.
Oxygen Turbopump - LO2/CH4_. Major design point hydrodynamic
and aerodynamic parameters for the oxygen pump and drive turbine are given in
Tables 31 and 32. At the design speed of 3455 rad/sec (33000 rpm) the pump
develops a head rise of 396 M (1299 it) with an oxygen delivered flowrate of
.000433 M3/sec (6.86 gpm) and an efficiency of 49.5 percent. The turbine
provides the required power fo 3.87 Kw (5.19 HP) using .i08 kg/sec (.238 ib/sec)
of methane gas as the working fluid at an inlet temperature and pressure of
916 K (1648 R) and 419 N/cm 2 (608 psla) respectively, and a a pressure ratio




.l_tt _ - ....... ,, , + ,_ .................
Type INDUCER+ 4 CENT.
Speed, red/sac (rpm) 12553 119870
Flowrate, H3/Sec (gpm) .0OO98_ 15.59
NPSH, H (It) 4,57 15.0
Inducer Headrlse, H (It) 66.5 218
Stage Headrlse, H (It) 2652.7 8703
Overall Headrise, H (ft) 109:1 35830
Suction Specific Speed, rpm-gpm'5/ft "75 - 62100
Stage Specific Speed, rpm-gpm'S/ft "75 - 525
Power, Kw (HP) 19.67 26.38
Overall Efficiency, _ 37.9
Inducer Inlet TIp Diameter, cm (In) 1.288 .507
Impeller Inlet Tip Diameter, ¢zn (in) 1.288 .507
Impeller Discharge Tip Diameter, Oll (In) 3.658 1.440
Impeller Discharge Tip Width, cm (In) 0.130 .051
Emission, _ . 112
+
TABLE 26. TURBINE DESIGN.POINTHYDROGEN TURBOPUMP-LO2/H2 ENGINE
PARTIAL ADHISSiON
Type SINGLE STAGEAXIAL
Working Fluid HYDROGEN GAS
Speed, red/see (rpm) 12553 119870
Flowrage, Kg/sec (lb/sec) .0628 .138
Total Inlet Temperature, K (R) 558 1005
Total Inlet Pressure, N/cm2 (psla) 581 843
total Exit Pressure, N/cm2 (psla) 443 643
Pressure Ratio (total/total) 1.31
Power, Kw (HP) 19.67 26.38
Efficiency (total/total) _ 51.l
Hean Diameter, an (In) 5.97 2.35
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Type INDUCER+ 2 CENT.
Speed, red/see (rpm) 2512 23990
Flowrate, H3/sec (gpm) 0.000366 5.80
NPSH, N (ft) 0.610 2
Inducer Headrl_e, N (ft) 3.66 12
Stage Headr|=e, H (ft) 210 690
Overall Headrlse, H (ft) 424 1392
Suction Specific Speed, rpm-gpm'_/ft "75 " 3_350
Stage Specific Speed, rpm-gpe'S/ft "75 " 429
Power, Kw (HP) 6,16 8.26
Overall Efficiency, _ 28.2
Inducer Inlet Tip Diameter, ¢m (in) 1o501 .591
Impeller Inlet Tip Diameter, =1 (In) 1,501 .591
Impeller Discharge Tip Diameter, carl(In) 5.105 2.010
Impeller Discharge Tlp Width, ran (in) 0.476 .03
Emission, t . 33
TABLE 28. TURBINE DESIGN POINT OXYGEN TURBOPUMP- LO2/H2 ENGINE
PARTIALADMISSION
Type SINGLE STAGEAXIAL
Working Fluid HYDROGEN GAS
Speed, rad/sec (rpm) 2512 23990
Flowrage, Kg/sec (1b/see) .0608 .134
Total Inlet Temperature, K (R) 537 967
Total Inlet Pressure, N/cm2 (psla) h43 643
Total Exit Pressure, N/cm2 (psla) 382 554
Pressure Ratio (total/total) 1.16
Power, Kw (HP) 6.16 8.26
Efficiency (total/total) _ 30.7
Mean Diameter, can (In) 9.4 3.7
Blade Height, cm (in) .76 .30
Admission, t 9.6
Velocity Ratio .15 .
]72
4.




METHANE TIIRBOPIJMP- L02/(:1tll ENGINE
i i,, , I u • _ _
INDUCER + 4 CENT.
Type
Speed, rad/sec (rpm) 5899 56330
Fiowrate, H3/sec (gpm) .OOO315 5.00
NPSH, H (ft) 1.68 5,5
Inducer Headrlse, H (ft) 11.6 38
Stage Headrlse, H (ft) 482 1580
Overall Headrise, H (ft) 1938 6358
Suction Specific Speed, rpm-gpm'5/ft "75 - 35070
Stage Specific Speed, rpm-gpm'S/ft "75 - 503
Power, Kw (HP) 7.27 9.75
Overall Efficiency, _ 34.9
I_ducer InTet Tip Diameter, an (in) 1.143 .450
Impeller Inlet Tip Diameter, cm (in) 1.143 .450
Impeller Discharge TIp Diameter, can (in) 3.302 1.3OO
Impeller Discharge TIp Width, cm (in) 0.076 .030
Emission, _ • 37
t 7",








Speedj rad/_ec (rpm) 5899 56330
Flowrage, Kg/sec (lb/sec) .120 .265
Total Inlet Temperature, K (R) $30 1674
Total Inlet Pressure, Ntcan2 (psla) 567 823
Total Exit Pressure, N/cm2 (psla) 419.2 608 !
Pressure Ratio (total/total) 1.35
Power, Kw (HP) 7.27 9.75
Efficiency (total/total) _ _2.5
Hean Diameter, can (in) 5.8_ 2.3









INDUCER + 2 CENT.
Type
Speed, red/see (rpm) 3456 3'3000
Fl_rate, M3lse¢ (gpm) ,000433 6.86
NPSH, PI (ft.) 0.61 2.0
Inducer Headrlse, H (ft) 8.23 27
Stage Neadrlse, H (ft) 194 636
Overall Headrise, H (ft) 396 1299
Suction Specific Speed, rpm-gpm'S/ft "75 51400
Stage S_.cift¢ Speed, rpm-gpm'5/ft "75 682
Power, Kw (HP) 3.87 5.19
Overall Efficiency, _; 49.5
Inducer Inlet Tip Diameter, cm (In) 1.633 .643
Impeller Inlet Tlp Diameter, cm (in) 1.633 .643
Impeller Di=charge Tip Diameter, cm (in) 3,556 1.400
Impeller Discharge Tip Width, cm (in) 0.076 .03










Speed, rad/sec (rpm) 3456 33000
. Flowrage, Kg/sec (Ib/se¢) .108 .2)8
Total Inlet Temperature, K (R) 916 1648
Total Inlet Pressure, N/cm2 (ps|a) 419 60_
Total Exit Pressure, N/cm2 (psla) )57 518
Pressure Ratio (total/total) 1.17
e
Power, Kw (HP) 3.87 5.19
Efficiency (total/total) _ 50
Heart Diameter, can (In) 7.37 2.9








Tile _lff-d_+sign chnrrlct_ri_tltct+ nf tll_, pump_ w_+ro dow+l_q_ud nttl.tztn_ nv,3tlnb'lo.
t, xpt, rlmtm_al data, ln _,,t+llt.,rill tho tsl-l+-doeilg|l pump ,,h;trn,,tt,r.It_tlt,t+ art, ,,l: ;.t
l|llll_t Ion of tlet-ill;n lhlw cne, ff le|t,nl, d++,t+l.p+n11,.:i,1 t:+._,._If leJOlll:, numl_J,r nf hlatlt+,t,,
dl_-_l,h_tr_;o hlnth_ ,3n_llo, nnd Impt:,]lt-,r Inlt.,l- l-n dl:_+'hnr,_q, tip tllnm_,l,,r rnl:l_+.
Th,,,i,, Influ,.,nt,_f-] t,H_+ont+Inllv r,,dut.o tn a varl.ntl,m +)i t,:,rmnll_'+,',.l h,,_ld _'_,_
,,I I l,-'l._nt+ l+Ith |nl+,l fl,_w <.,,t,l fleh+,nt ntnl ,-_ptq. jl'l,' ._+p,_t,d ++inc_, tvpl,.nl l.y +,-_lllzt]+l
d lt4_,hnrl_,¢_ l_lildl, ;lll)_,IOl4 llrl' llt4Od ;l13d flu:, ,_lllt_r ll/ll';lllll.q_qTl4 llrt. ,o il l'¢ulcl I,:_13t_l
Till' ll+._tl-c;ivll._it llll _, ol-l'-dt,tlli._ll lllll'alal IP+_d h+'nd +'.t,+_ll Ic|olll- IIII+.I t_l]l lc ['-_llt:y I'III'VOI-I
whlch _.'_t'l:t_ l,t,nt'r+'It_,d llllll lltll,d 11) l_orlnrm lilt' +_lf-dot+ l l;ll ¢,yl, lt _ l_ll]lll|ei_i-i i11"o
;I1111 llli+| hllll{ _' l_lllllI_,q lqi'F(' +'IFitltlllll',tl fO 11l' lh+' llilllll',
'l'vple+tl <_t'I-,h,+tll,n c;lqlt;if II11_, l+orf,._rltl;lltc( , +,tl_'Vt,+i I+_I+ the++. Pumllm ill+t+ PIIIIII_'I'I lit
l"ll;, 11)2, At l'lm_ _,,_elflcl_m_+t hli_Iter Lh;tn tlio dt,n|l,n wtlut.,, t,ht+ l.;tlt, tl<_ll
l>t,rf,_t+m;tnce th,tt, rl,+rntt,t+ ++,'tl+I,ll_ ,, A ,_|lt,[It _'+'thtct+lou In ++Ul+l+l,.[ud N_PII (sill;hl
Ittcrt+,+l_t+ in .quetlon t;l+_,cl.l+Ic spued) c_aust,_+ +.i ],'_r+;e drop in ht,+id _I_,_ whl,,h
i;it,InlS that tht, ru +m l itt"le mnr_+fn _hen nperatln+, ill flow ,.:t,el'l'lt.:Itq;t++ l,+rcater
thiln dt, s[)_ll. ,qt'ct'lon cllilrneterit+t'le++ nre much m,.,ro ilorlttvtn_, at lu+er thnn
,le+qll;n flt+w coeffLctent_+ whtPr_, +1 s1<ghl- tlt,. rt'tl+qt+ Ill Nl',ql{ ('att._es "t .,+Light
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,_ Turbine off-design losses are characterized by a [cma coefficient that is a
"; function of the anglo of attack on the rotor blade loading edge. When
Ii:' _porattng at the turbine design point, the angle of attack Is zero, and as a. result, no Incidences loss s are _, countorod. The losses increases s the
!!'i approach angle is greater or loss than the design anglo.
) The turbine off-doAtgn performance was determined ,mint a turbine stage
r. cfflct,.nt, v cereus vt,[ocity ratio (blade mann voloctty-ta-isantropic velocity)b
u _urv,_ for the ntnglo stage stage partial admission turbine of the design pttel_
dlamt, t_,r.
For the, LO2/II7_ angina, the fur,1 turbine efficiency varied + 3 - percent and
• the o_,,[dlz_.,r turbine efficiency wlried + 1 - percent from the design point vahm
" for th,l, + IO - peret,nt engine mixture _tio variation. The turbine effictcnc£os
i. lncr¢,_,nut_ with dt, t:rt_,ase in midtare ratio. The fuel turbineI,O2/CH4 ongin_.
t_ff[cl¢,neyvaried - percent and the ox._dlzar turbine effleiency varied
•!;2 - percent for "the+ lO - percent mixtur_ ratio varlatlon
MI,',CIIANICAI,DESIGN
l_IzcJ.r:.o£ynl.__n3_l._MethaneTurbo_.2__s
The hydrogen and methane turbopumps are four-stage, partial emmisston centri-
fugal pump._ with an inducer preceedtng the first impeller, and powered by a
partial-admission, s_ngle-stage, axial-flow turbine (Fig. 99). The pumps have
'm axial inlet and a radial discharge. The turbines have a radial inlet and
an axial discharge.
The rotating assembly for both turbopumps consists of th_ turbine wheel with an
integrally fabricated draw bar on which are mounted the four impellers and two
bearings. Tension in the draw bar is applied by a nut in front of the first-
stage impeller. The bearings are mounted on the first- and fourth-stage
impellers, and the compressive load from the draw bar passes through the bearing
inner races. The torque applied by the turbine is transmitted to the fourth-
stage impeller by a spllne. The torque is then transferred between the
impellers by tanks and slots machined integrally in each impeller. The use of a
through-hole in the impellers is possible because of the low tip speed of the
impellers. The inducer is threaded on to the draw bar. The tab lock between
the inducer and the impeller retaining nut allows th_ nut to be locked in an
inflnite number of positions when tensioning the draw bar, The torque required
to drive the inducer will be transmitted by the lock tab washer.
Positioning of the impellers is provided by a pilot diameter and a normal
hearing surface on each end, Reposltlonlng error when the rotor is dlsassembled
and reassembled is reduced by allowing the impellers to be assembled in only









The MOV and MFV employ a common dealgn sector ball valve closure with a positive
(; shutoff seat seal. Minimum friction in t]it_ball _uHpenalon Is aecomptlahed by
two re]lot bearlngs at tllevalv_ ball shaft ,,roda roller tllrustboarlng to sttp-
, port shaft Heal unhalnnucd area. Since no mL,tal-to-motal _lld/ng parts e.xlat
_:_ within the valv_, lubrlcatlon [_ not required° A typical MOV eonflp.uratlnn la
r, prammtod in Plg. 103. The vnlvlnB elements of the,HFV and HOV are Identical.
I,lno Bcq_metry and sizes differ sine# the MI,'Vwnuht nperatn full open to mlnlndz_,
t
,k prc,smlro drop. Per both the I,oJH. and thL_|,Co/eli!engine, the MFV Is
; Incorporated on a 1,905 cm (3/4_- _N) llne andI'tho'MOV In a 0.957 (3/8 - IN)
_, Itm_. The olcctr_[c acl_uHtor _n the HFV 1. Identical with the MCIVexcept that"
I] tlm poe.marie ovorrido told_,[utt,h,q_memhlloH are nmlttud.
The 'rllvnnd IITBVboth tltIll8o a simple rotary plug c(_affguratlon. The pluR :l_
_;uld{:(I by precision roller l_oarin_,_s similar t. the main valves. A typical TBV
[" ,l(mtt;n [s ,4hewn In !,"1._. 104. Assembly and cont_t'ruetinn foot'urea of the shaft
• _t, al and a(,tuator_ of the TBV and O'rBVare Identical to those of tim ?lOVand
)" tlFV, rospc,et'Ively. For both engines, these velvet4 were Incorporated :ina
0.953 cm (3/8 - IN) llne.
PARAMETRIC ENGINE DATA
The parametrle engine data generated in th_s program included delivered specific
impulse, eng:Inelength and diameter, and engine welght for the follow[ng range
of condltions for both tO2/|{2 and LO2/CH4 expander cycle engines.
Thrust: 444.8 N (I00 ibf) to 13345 N (3000 ibf)
Chamber Pressure: 68.95 N/cm 2 (i00 psla) to 689.5 N/cm2 (lO00 psla)
Area Ratio: 200 to I000
'rile data were generated for a nominal LO2/H 2 mixture ratio of 6-to-i and
3.7-to-1 for LO2/CH4.
For the 200-to-I area rat_o englnes, the nozzle was completely re_,eneratlvely-
cooled and for the cosines having higher area ratios, the nozzle was
regeneratlvely-cooled to one half the total nozzle area rattle.
The englne dimensions |or the I,O,/H, and LOo/C|I_ engines were essentially
[detlt[cal. The LOg/CH4 englnes are only O,_ to 2% longer [n length, [here-
[ore the LO2/H2 engine dimensional data can be used fol the LO2/CH4 engine.
The en_lne performance parametric data are presented in Appendix D, the engine
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!,_n_ino Performnneo
The d_,llverod _,nKino apoeifh, Impnlm, pnramotrt¢ d_l_a :it,., proHontvd In
Al}p_mdlx F) I.I| ,'1 _lr_,_, c,f three IvPo_ of plotH for _,;IPh I_rnp_ll;lnr, 'l'hol_
|111' l Hdod !
_' I, lh,llw,rod enRHw _pocl(Ic IIII|HI]_IO Vt_I'HHH HO_:gl_ _ llrlql l'_It_[,_ I'o_ |iHr_im ,_
_,lrle, eh,lrnh¢,r I}rt_Hmll'O HI' ¢OllH_.3nt _lllrtlHt.
L
',!, Ih,llw, rvd e11Rlm, tq_oell'te ImlltllHo VOrFtIIH thrllHl I't_r p/Irllllliq'l:le elIHrnbqr
I)rlqlHIIl['{ ' lit" l'l)l_tl|'llFIf IlO_P,.]i _ tirol| r_lthl,
'I. lk,l lw,rud vnR.Ino rq_qcif.le lmlnll.rovt}rl_tlH_'ll_ImLor.llrollllIlrqfor p/irlllll_
, _,f.l'lt' thrllHt lit ¢'OllHl:llnl 1107,1_,.[¢_ llr¢_i| rntlo,
; All int_'l't','ltllll_ t rt,nd i_4 ¢,vldont from the 1,02/1t 2 ongltlo pt, z_formance duta,
I. ll1¢'Fcqt_eHIll 11_;;_:10HroH r_Itlo remflrod tn HtRt1Lf_eltt1_performance Rnin_. l?or
e._:unple, 2224, I N ('il)OIbf) thru_t and 366,7 N/era" (500 ps.la) clmmhqr pre_mzro,
I" _zt_ lnrrt'm_q In sm:,+zlo nren ratio from the nomlnal 6DO to I000 rot+uJte.d in a
I,[Y.,',' _l,ecllIc lnIpul,go _i[11 which i+_ more than if the chamber pre++slzre was
dtnlbled with a 60i]-t_-I area ratlo noP+zle,
I
For tlle I,O2/CH, en_in_,,m, Inereas{n_ chamber pru, ssurP+ provided morq apoelflc+
Impul.q_, p,++In t_nn lncreaac in the nozzle nr_,a rntlo,
i"
_Xt4previously shown and dlscussed_ the I,O_/H 2 deltvert, d enRtno speclt'_c tmpttlso
i.a not ,ql_,nll ieantly Inl'lucne_,d by thrust"be.vond 13'_6.5 N (3000 l,b() m_d this
_a._ true for thv entlre area ratio rnnBc of interest.
'rlu, l_t'lueuce of thrust was more a_ificant for the I,O,_/CH, enghloa although
mo,qt of the, change a_,,aln occurr_d below 1334,5 N (30(] IRI) _hru_t,
The del iw, red specit'i,c hupulsa decroasedgrapid[y as the desig,_ chamber pressure
decreased, particularl.y below 206,8 N/cm" (.300 p,-_ta) chamber pressure for the
I,O._/II._ t,_l,+lr, e._. l;or the LO,JCII A engines_ the delivered sp(_¢'ll'ic impulse
ct*_ltlfiu,'lily decre.*se with d[;crv_]se in chamber prvsm_re for all thrust level_.
The ova'rail spt_t'[. [nlptl_st, deert, asq from a chamber pressure or" 68.9.5 N/era"
l (1000 psla) to I}8. q_ N/era" (100 psfa) was b,8 for I:l'.e LO2/H 2 en_;lnes aml 9.6'Z
I. for the, l,t]2/(,l[+, + engines,
!"
l
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i Tht_ parametric _ngin_ dimensional d_sta gom_rated lm.ludL_d the tot/ll engine
ltmgth (noz_,lo _ixtondod) ,.lad tiu_ onginoldt_lmt_tor (m)zztL_ exit di_,m¢_tc_r). A
_ 8ori_n of p_;ramotrJe plata are prtmgmt_d tn App_udlg E. 'l'hom _ Included:
kr
l, Engln_ lflllgth vorHtltJ 11o7,g1.o ;it,ll rill: It) for pliramt_trlt_ ¢th/llllbl}r prl}HHIIFO
_iteotitlt_mtthrunt.
)_. 2, EtlgInt:) lonRth vorHtlH ,qtamhor pro_$mlro tot p(ir(im(_trh s thru(_t (1) e_)liHtilnt
3. Engine lent_th voreme, cheuul_urpro_muro f_r paramvtrtc (ll'tqlradio lit
const_lnt thrut;t.•,_ _ino Dtamc:ter '
l. Engine diameter versus nozzle aro't ratio t_or parametric chamber pros-
sure at constant thrust.
2. Engine diameter versus chamber pro,mire for parametric area ratio at
constant thrust.
Because the LO2/H2 and LO2/CH4 engine dimensional data were essentially Identl-
cal, only the LO2/ll2 engine dat_ were plotted.
The parametric engine length and diameter can he used to t,xpLorc the chambt,r
pressure, thrust: and nozzle area ratio dimensional varlatltln8 for a spot'|fie
v_hlcle application. As discussed previously, the engine cycle limits pre-
viously determined for the nominal 400-to-I arcs r_tio engines can he used to
conservatively determine the upper design chamber pressure limit.
Primary engine dimensional trends are that short engine lengths end small
engine dlametors are achieved by high c'Immberpressures, low thrusts, "rod low
nozzle area ratios. The total engine length is equal to the sum of the dis-
lance from the Injector piano to the engine gimbnl, the combustion chamber
length, and the nozzle length. Although the data presented in Appendix E con-
tain these tet_ns, the nozzle length is the dominant term for high area ratio.
Therefore the engine length can be approximated by
I'ENGaJi_ _











In d_tocmintnR _ht_ preliminary design of onch component within _ach engine
ii _yst_m= _h_ t_chn_!_Ky adwmc_mnn_s r_qulc_d w_r_ a_B_ssed In th_ formulatlon
o_ th_ dt_slBn, Th_ as_toH_lmml_ wiitt div!d_d into _notinnn (_B fL_llowHI ongtne
_ _yt_tt_m nnd _ho individual _mglr, e components (turhoptmip, rhrmlt vhamb.r, and
v Inll,ctor/ipu ttnr),
'" !';})I_.i_nS__BY.,2__o_
l, ll_ f_rmulatfng the low thrunt propels;ion system, _ho pril%!try t,,oil|li wore hit;)I
_.liglllo pt, rtormaneo, dm'ream,d _.:ngino _tzo. _ind we/gS_ and _yst, om .lalpli.c|_y.
;' To livhlt, vo high olltline performance, two a[oa_l warrant ftlrflPr lnw,R[lgtlI h_ul
(l) dl, flll_n ptlinl; oviil, uation utllt._tnl II high no_zlo artm ra_ to, lilid (7) oviilil;i-
{. t'JOlt of lmprol,d turbopump perforlanco and onhonend ftlrbino drlvi) gall tiplit
t, I_YIIII/.t f i_r,
For the most part the current prograla focused on a 400-to-[ artm ra[to nozzle,
but in the proce@s of generating the parametric engine performance datii, it.
hi.came apparent th_ significant performance gains could be achieved through
Increases in area _atio. For example, _he delivered specific impulse for a
2224.1 N (500 lb£) _hrust L02/H 2 expander cycle engine at 344.7 N/cm 2
(500 pHla) chamber pressure increased from 4571.5 N sec/kg (_66.16 Ibf sec/lbm)
to 4653 N sec/k$ (474.47 lbf sec/lbm) for an area ratio increase from 400 to
1000. Using a payload/specific impulse influence coefficient of 2,54 kg/
(N sev/kg) (55 lb/lbf scc/lbm), this specific impulse increase r_preseuts
19b k8 (432 [b) payload _ncrease. The additional nozlde weight was approxi-
mately II k_ (25 Ib). The 1000-to-1 area ratio engine would add approximately
38 em (15 inches) to the engine length and 23 cm (9 inches) in the. engine
d i_u_ete r.
The second approach to increased englne chamber pressure and specific impulse
is through increased pimp and turbine efflciencles and enhanced he'_c transfer
to the turbine drive gas. Increases in these parameters will result in
increases in design chamber pressure which wlll decrease engine size. For
this study, the best available predictions of the pump effictenctes were
utilized; however possibly further efficiency improvements can b_ achieved. A
brief evaluation using the generated parametric L02/II2 engine performance data
indicated that Increasing the desi$n chamber pressure from 344.7 N/cm2
(500 psla) to 689.5 (1000 psla) at 2224. I N (500 Ibf) thrust resulted in only
a 0,26_ increase in delivered specific impulse. Therefore, to achieve a
significant performance improvement, the turbine drive gas heat input and
turbop_np efftcienctes must all be increased.
It contlnuin 8 large Space structure vehicle and mission studies indicate engine
thruttling is beneflclal, the feasibility and design o[ a throttling pump
drive system should be evaluated. Also complete engine cycle operation at
various throttled conditions should be performed. Since previous discussions
in this report revealed that substantial performance gains can be achieved
utilizing constant chamber pressure throttling, the thrust chamber design to
accomplish this would be of partleulttr Interest.
189
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•". 'l'n furthor improve the ]ow thrust engtn_ oyelo t r.ho uttli_at_lon of an t_fl_leiant
: : roRon,_rator with tht_ turbine discharge gas should b_ _xplored for poAstbl.a
i ' performance Rains,
_,, t
A_ th_ dc:nigr, point engine cycle hL_comt_a finall_ed, an analysis _f th,._ angina
".. _tart tram_iJ_nt wJtl net nn.|v aid In defining the complete angina aye;am but.
will ht_ of l_arrl._Hlnr lnt¢_rvsL tn tim vo|llcla ,_ontrae_orH, The throng bulld_-
_'. np dnrlul; onp, lno _t_ir_ may Influonct_ tho tl_t_iSn of the large spays atructuro,
:_ ,_r pt_rhaptt tim ,_ngtno ntart tran_lont eauld ho ta_lnrod to tim tltruelc_n-o
_? 1 Imltnt lonrl, ,t
,_, 'rh_, aeh!oval;lo vlmnd_o.rprotmure ¢_1'the lot# thrust expander cycle englnt, n hott,w
6668.2 N (1000 ]hf) rhrunt woro prlranrtly ltnlt_ad by thv turbopump offlclolle|etl.
Tilt, IIl_ldt,rllt:o hoad anti low flowratoa roqutred at low tllrulttt] rosult ill lOWpump
_,lllclent,'lt,t;, The near torra pu_,p tt_chnology ndvaneoment ruqu'lrt_d ta tht, dt, t_lp.n_
f_d_rteatton, anti tlomontlr.ratlon of Lhe prodtetod porformance and life for _lu.t4u
muall pump ttlrbtnvs, In the design, particular attention must bt_ giwn to
tilt,ofl'lctenc,v goa , pump/turbine thermal managomont_ and tight-weight pumps,
The do,q'lgn and fabrication of these turbopumps t_tll demonstrate component
prothtelblltey with eegard to the small components and small tolerances, Tenting
of the fabricated turbopumps would verify the analytlcal methods of predicting
i:_,, performance oI'the small multl-stage partlal emission centrifugal pump and the
i_ smul I part lal admission turbines,
_3
To further advance low thrust engine technology, d_slgn approaches to improve
_ current prvdicted pump performance values with simpl_ compact pumps wit1 he
_). required, This combined Iclth turbine drive gas heat transfer enhancement and
t..¢
_ thrust chamber importance will enable higher design chamber pressure and
higher engine performance values,
Thrust Chamber
The thrust chamber itself does not appear to represent a major technology
,_ advancement, however_ the design_ fabrication_ and hot-fire testing Of a thrust
_.. chamber is n_cessary to demonstrate durability and verify the analytically
_" predicted heat transfe_ and pert'ormance for the low thrust application, In
'_ parttcular_ the long total burn duration of approxi_ately 10 - hours,R
.Ii For the actual engine configuration design_ further heat transfer analysis of
_. the fixed nozzle-to-radlatlon cooled extension joint should be performed to
_ prevent localized overheating and to r_duce induced thermal gradients. This
_': ia especially true for the LO_/H_ engine in which the forward portion of the
radlation-cooled nozzle exten_io_ has wall temperatures approaching 1367°K
(2000 F) anti the fixed nozzle tube wall temperatures near this location are




_- Tho head for nll_xtondahl_ nnT,ale wH-I r_qulr_ ovnluatton o¢ tho ap_wlflc
w,dIJo.la appltcatton, In a _onw_ntJonal ntackod-t_mk vehtcln _'nnflRur_"lnn,
i: _h_ cmRlno tonRlahwould ho ov.tromnly Important mid _n oxtond==hl.enoe.zl_umllLd
_, bi_d_fln1_tqy rt_qulrod, llowovor_ [n _urr_-mt low thrunr vnlllrl_ _Lud_o_i,rl
r-nrtt_ I [quld oxyRon _ank han boon cnnflldt_vt_d t_ inlnlmt_o I:ho al:_lgo hq_gth, I,kw
t_ fhltl tank t,unflguratian, a r_,t rnctod no_,_,l_ ,,nl_lut, may n,_¢ lw roqulrod,
L In t;hltt tH:udy a n lmplo high ¢ontpovatl_(_ a¢'ool rmllatlorl==emltod noz_,.tt_ _-'xlt,ntilon
watt /qllpltlyod, A tlah/ov wolght 11(1_,zlo tlhotl|d I_t, ¢,vllllltlLOd l'tt ¢odooo Olll_lllOwolf, h/, TIIo ¢loalt_n ,qppronrh ta ac.t,_,rPllnh thltl wIll ho tH Imrf-lt'ul.ar valm_ for
hitch at.ca rtll_lo n(_aR|o_t, Iii athlltl,)li tllml)lor 11o_,1o q_tontllon l,q'hlllqllor_
would bo _orthy of Furl:llor o_plorntl¢_n to ttinlpllfv I:11o t,nt_ln,., tlvtltonl and rl,d11¢,o
I- onglno wolghl,
k. .12_ ,_3.._Lp./_oln.Lc(F
A iil/llor llrtql l't, qtill_hll_ t-ol, hnoltlgy /idVilTtl't_lll('llt for t:ll¢ |ow t;IllNII41 Olt)%lno Ill tho
IL mlntaturi_atton of tho |gllttor, ¢',u:.ren_ Ignltora l;t,nd to he larRe Iit rolatton
to the eombu_ltiOn chambt, r and the t,onw, ttt Ional tn-I I.no tnatallat Ion would
t, lgnl_Lcaltt;ly lnfltK, neq ongiste lt,ngth, TIilt4 ll_nltor mtniaturlzat:tott may requ,lre
flew _l¢,_ign :lpprozleht, a and ronet, pta_ _1_ wt, l l aa et_lnponqnt tL,t_t[lll;,
Tn addltton to the perforraanc¢, of thO :tit lector , the coott.nt,, iiltd durahtllty or
ln}_cror faoe, and the In)¢,ctor/chambzr he.at transfor eompatlbillcy, t_t4poe|ally




The thrut_ t'.hambtw Voo]iil_ ana]yrtln remllt_d in rim L%/II_ rL_[Ir4at_rattwq
rmlJ.atlOll-pot_lad thrttfit clmmhart_ prov tdin_ t.ho largp_t _hamh_r pry,nero
v,,rmm thr, tti_r oimratlonal ollv_lppo. Tim ItIinlrndliitton..¢ool_d thrtm[
vhnnll,_rrl w,_ro ltm.l_od t-n ltlw ¢'_tlilt111or ,l/rOHHIIrOll, Utthln the orlHllltl.l thrust
" vlmml)m" ¢"noI [ st1 iiiltl] ya ill i_lll did :Illl_ll, 1,0,)/ItP- I rt_l_llora_Ivp/rlldi.tl t :[oli-voah_d
lhrullI,ehlll,bOrllarldILhoI,%/CII6 fll.m/radlal:1_in_pm_],...ll:L.tml:e,l-m.,,_,_rt_wet.
l4u,ldnot to lw fo_mlblo, llowow_v, ikllo|lleJ_l.lll.tl-11|tlfth(_!_lltl-l.i._,flo¢!l|rbol-i;
layer rvtmlIvd In a /'vmiIbl.oL_porar.:l,_rmlrol_Imo,
l:t,lldld¢ilo Ollt_|ltt' _W¢"l.O./cOIIftl_kWdt '_Ollt.l wore OVtl l_ll|tod wlLh I?o_ard to _,ho I_IIXJ=
u_.m _wh I._,vabI o eha_bt, r prcmmro, do1 t_orod _qwe.l.l _c l.mpulm,, onWLm_ w_ |_ht',,
m_d _y_t.om complexity, 1:or I_oth the ro2/112 and 1,02/hydroearhon fuss _._.ng:h,t,_),
the direct oxpmuh,r cycle aehttwo.d tile h_ghe_t overatl t:ating and thoret'oro
wet, the cycto rt, commendod for prt, ltmlnary engine do_iglt for t:lm two c'_qhm_,
NA,qA_I,oltC ,,withered tlu., roeotmt_ndod tmg,_no cych_/conftgurationtl and a ,.,. a/_n
thr:,_t t_f '27.26.1N (500 ]b().
To achJ.evt, t'_e dcstred ldgh chamber presm_res for both of Lhe_e _,,',)_in, _ :,
t'wo-_;tago partial emts_,ion oxidizer pump and a four-stage p:', ',.. t'.r,i:_a_._a
t"ltol lnlll:i_ with s_agl.e-_taBe partial adnt_s_:ton tt, rb _...... _ .,w. , .:(tu_od. Tilt;
turb.lne_a wt,rt, arranged in series with the fuel. turF,._:_,;...:;mtro'._m of the oxt-
,-_ di_:t,r turblnt:. The _,ngine cycle., in particular the t vrbt_pump efficiencics,
Limited the achievable design chamber pressure.
'rln_ 2224.1N (500 l bf) thrust 1,02/il 2 expander cycle engine resulted in a9
dc,_t_m chamber press"re of 328.9 N/era _ (477 pain) with a delivered specific
iml_ulseof 4564.5 Nsec/kg (465.45 lbf see/ibm) for _he 6-to-I design mixture
H' ratio and 400-to-I nozzle area ratio. _lls _nglne has a total engine length
of Of.gets (36.191n), a retracted engine length of q6.2 cm (22.131n), a mdxl-
mum en_,itm diameter of 42.29cm (16.65in), and anenglno weight of 28.46kg
(I.2.75 lb.).
i,
" A design chamber pressure of 307.5 N/cm 2 (646 psia) was selected for the
2224.1 N (500 lhf) thrust LO2/CH 4 expander cycle engine. Tbis engine
• achieved a delivered specific impulse o$ 3543 _: sec/kg (361.29 lbf sec/lb m)
for tim dt,sign mixture ratio of 3.7-t0-1 and 400-to-I nozzle area ratio.
Wlth the nozzle fully extended, the total engin_ length was 96,1 cm (37.06in).t_
The total t,ngtne weight wee 25.8 kg (56.87 lb).
ld The l,O,_/ll2_ . engine resulted in a higher chamber pressure and, theref _re,
achh, vt, d a t,ataller engitre, lt_ever, the LO2/Clt 4 t.txgitle achieved a lighter
'"i 192
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angina due to Its smaller turbcpumps. _e LO2/II2 engine attalnad a slgnl-
flcantly hlghcr delivered spcciflc impulst_ (approxlmatoly 29 porcpnt hlgher)
-: duo to the ligh_er molecular weight propellant and a higher design chaml_rt-
:" pren mirth,
_: In terms of technology advancement.n, th_ rt_commondod improved performance
on_;lne system advancements include the continued analytical and _,xp,_rimcntal
t, valuatlcm of high area ratZo nozzl, e performance, Improved of licit, soy pltmp_
_! and turblnoo, and teohntqut:o I:o _ncreas¢ the turbin_ drive 8a_ hi, at input.
Slnt,o the design of the largo apace structure payload can be, dir_etLy in*
fluonccd by the engine start and shutdown transient, the analy_ts of thct_e
(_u_tino transients is r_qu£red to evaluate loads imposed on the payload.
Althottrh the thrust chamber itself dogs not currently appear to represent a
major technology advancement, the required long burn duration of approximately
lO-houra total will impose a strigent durability limit on the hardware. Experi-
mental testing of a thrust chamber will ensure meeting thls requirement. An
evaluatLon of advanced minimum length propulsion stage configurations wouZd
enable the assessment of the need of an extendible nozzle on the engine. Also
technology advancements in lighter weight nozzles (materials and design con-
cepts) would reduce engine weight. In the area of ignitors, technology





e - Spocific hour
P
ef = I_kln friction coofficiont
Ch - Btonton numbor
(:* - Uharaeteriatie wloct.ty
I'_ _ Diamoter
F = Thrust
G = Mass velocity
g(c_,P r) = Hydrogen coolant correlation parametor
h = Cas-slde heat transfet,coQffici_nt
g
Is = Specific impulse
k = Thermal conductivity
Lc = Combustion chamber length (injector-to-throat)
L = Total engine length
eng
= Mass flowrate
F_ = Mixture ratio
Nst = Stanton number
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Nu - Nus_lt number
p _ Chamber proeflu_a
P - N - Pra.dtl number
r pr
Q ,, (]oolant he.at input:
R = Raditm
R = ROynold's number
S - Specific speed8
T _ Temperature
U = Free stream velocity
x = Wall thickness
y = Specific heat ratio
= Nozzle percont length (fraction)
= Nozzle area ratio
= Contraction ratio





\J - Kinem_tlc vIHcoB1ty
0 _ Donf_Ity
" j
:, ,_ _- F,norgy t hloknotm
([_ln _ lnl,,t, flow c_oofflelcnt
% _ Coolant tutrvnrurt_ onhaneement
% _ Coolant cntrance enhancement
_/' _ Stage head coo.fflclcnt
b = Bulk
c = (:ore
r = Reference temperature
sat = Saturation
w = WaI,1
' wc = Coolant-stria wall
wg = Gas-slde wall
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Th_oret_cal propellant performance data were generated for LO2/Ho, LO_/CH/,,
.., , [ U a _ C. o
-. temperatures. These data were gent_ratod using the Rocketdyno Free-Energy
Program, which utilizes the latest JANNAF combustion gas species data file
_ and yleid_ results which a_e 'inagreement with NASA'8 TRAN 78 program.
The theorotlcal charncterlstlc velocity a_ a function of m£xture ratio and
chamber pressure £or t_ fuel tnJ_ctlon temperatures are shown in Fig. A-I
through A-5 for the three propellant combinatl_ms. The theoretical vacuum
specific impulse as a function of mixture ratio and nozzle area ratio for
five chamber pressures and two fuel injection temperatures are presented In
Fig. A-6 through A-35.
The presented data are a part of the data file incorporated in the low-thrust
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Figure B-1. Combustion Tempvrature Variation With Chamber Pressure
and Hixture Ratio for LO2/H 2
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l,'lsure B-5, Combustion Chamber Specific Heat Ratio (_) V_lrlation With
Chamber Preesure and Hixture Rat to for 1,O,,/H.,
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Figure B-6. Combustion Chamber Viscosity Variation With Chamber
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Figure B-7. Combustion Chamber Thermal Conductivity Vuriation _tth
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ENGINE CYCLE BALANCE SUb_IARIES
The following figures and tables present onglne cycle balance summaries for the
LO2/H 2 and LO2/CH 4 e_paodor cycle engines at the ±10% design mixture ratio
condltLons.
A simplified engine cycle baJance procedure wa_ developed for the off-design
mixture ratio condltlons. Halntalnlng the design condition thrust and constant
throat area, the chamber pressure was d0cQrmlned by first assuming a cha_)er
presm,re, calculatlng the engine performance (specific impulse and thrust
coefficient) and iterating on the chamber pressure. With the computed propellant
flowrates, the engine cycle balance was accomplished by performing a pump/tarblne
power balance through an Iteration of turbine flowrates. The approach taken was
to control mixture ratio by vaeying the turbine bypass flow valves and not
changing the main valve positions.
For the LO2/H2 engine as the engine mixture ratio was reduced to 90% of the
nominal value (5.4 to I), the hydrogen pump horsepower increased and the oxygen
pump horsepower decreased due to propellant flow variations. The chamber
pressure increased to 333.7 N/cm2 (484 psla) due to the decrease in the vacuum
thrust coefficient. The delivered specific impulse increased due to the mix-
ture ratio influence to 4601.1 N-sec/kg (469.18 Ibf-sec/ibm). The increased
hydrogen flow resulted in a slight reduction in the fuel turbine inlet
temperature.
To balance the LO2/H 2 engine at the low mixture point, the pressure drop margin
was reduced to zero _nd the turbine bypass flow reduced to 3.97%. The system
pressure and temperatures for this off-deslgn condition are presented in
Fig. C-I.
At the high mixture ratio off-deslgn poigt (6.6-to-i) for the LO2/Hp engine, the
chamber pressure decreased to 326..1N/cm" (473 psla) due to an increase in thrust
coefficient. The increase in mixture ratio caused a decrease in delivered
specific impulse to 4505.4 N-sec/kg (459.42 ibf-sec/ibm). As expected, the
hydrogen pump horsepower decreased and the oxygen pump horsepower increase.
Although the pump efflclencles remained essentially constant, the turbine
efflelencles were slightly lower, To balance the cycle at this condition, the
overall turbine bypass was reduced to 7.69% with a total of 21.9% bypassing the
fuel turblne and the 10% pressure margin was maintained. Observing the turbine
flows in Fig. C-2, a fuel turbine bypass is required since the oxidizer turbine
flow is greater than the fuel turbine flow.
+
Therefore, for the LO?/Ho engine, the 10% mixture ratio change resulted in





Tho. off-deaatgn engine t;vcla bnlnnce trends for I:ht_ I,O9/CI14 onglno wt_rt, :_l.nd-lar,




LO2/H2 ENGINE PI_RFORMANCEHARACTERISTICSOFF-DESIGN, O/F = 5,LI
I I I II I I II II "" " I . II II Ilill I , i u
Thrust, N, (Ibf) 222_. 500
Chamber Pressure, N/cm2 (psla) 313,7 494
Engine Mixture Ratln, O/F 5,4
Area Ratio 400
ODESpecific Impulse, N-sec/k9 (Ibf-lec/Ibm) 4890,6 498.7
ODECharacteristic Velocity, M/sac (it/sac) 2385,4 7926
Specific Impulse Energy Release Efficiency, Fraction .9950
Specific Impulse Reaction Kinetic Efficiency, Fraction .9833
Specific Impulse Divergence Efficiency, Fraction ,9957
Specific Impulse Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss .9916
EfFiciency, Fraction (1)
Specific Impulse Boundary Layer Efficiency, Fraction ,-.9666
Pellvered Specific ImpulSe N-sec/kg (lbf-sec/lbm) _ 4601.3 469.2
_lilll F II r I[" II ' ......
w
(I) Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss
included In ODESpecific Impulse







OFF-DESl6N, O/F _ 6.6
I I I [ I I I' r ill ,,, ,
Thrus¢, N, (Ibf) 2224.1 i 500
¢homber Pressure, N/¢m2 (paiD) 326.1 I 47)
Engine Hlxture Ratio, O/F 6,6
Area Ratio 400
ODESpeciFic Impulse, N-sec/kg (lbf-se¢llbm) 4863,1 495.9
ODECharacterlstl¢ Velocity, M/see (ft/sec) 2283°3 7491
Specific Impulse Energy Release Efficiency, Fraction ,9950
Specific Impulse Reactlon Kinetic Efficiency, Fraction .9689
Specific Impulse Divergence EfflclenCyp Fraction .9957
Speclflc Impulse Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss .9916
Efficiency, Fraction (I)
Specific Impu|se Boundary Layer Efficiency, FractLon t_" .9666
t
Delivered Specific Impulse N-aec/kg (lbf-sec/Ibm) 4505.2 , 459.4
I I I I IIII I [ IIII .... IIIIF+ I I +_ " +
I
I) Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss
Included In ODESpecific Impulse






LQ2/CH4 ENGINEPERFQRHANCECH&RACTERI_TIC$OFF-DESIGN, O/F 3.33
Thrupt, N, (tbf)
Chamber Pressure, N/Cm2 (psla) 308,9 I 1_48




ODESpecific Impulso_ N-_octkg (Ibf-soc/Ibm) 4003.1 J 408._
ODECharacteristic Veloclty_ H/sac (ft/se¢) 1858.4 J 6097
Specific impulse Energy Release Efficiency, _raction ,9800
Specific Impulse Reaction Kinetic Efficiency, Fraction .9561
Specific impulse Divergence Efficiency, Fraction .9957
Speclflc Impulse Non-BOundary Layer Heat Loss .99_2
Efficiency, Fractlon (I)
Specific Impulse Boundary Layer Efficiency, Fraction .9664
Delivered Specific Impulse N-sec/kg (Ibf-sec/lbm) 3600.01367.1
I) Nob-Boundary Layer Heat Loss
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00000003-TSG01
TABLE C-4
LO2/CHI,_EI_Gt NE PERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICSOFF-DESIGN, O/F m
Thrust, N, (Ibf) 2224.1 500
Cham_er Pressure, N/cm2 (psla) 307.5 446
Engine Mlxture Ratio, O/F _.07
Are6 Ratio 400 "
' ODESpecific Impulse, N-se¢/kg (Ibf-se¢/lbm) 3978.6 405.7
ODECharacteristic Velocity, H/see (ft/sec) 1789.5 5871
Specific Impulse Energy ReleaSe F..fflclency, Fraction .9800
Specific Impulse Reaction Kinetic Efficiency, FractiOn .9315 i t
Specific Impulse _Ivergence Efficiency, Fraction .9957 1
Specific Impulse Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss .9953 .+ i1
Efficiency, Fraction (I) 1
Specific Impulse Boundary Layer Efficiency, Fraction ,9664 1
Delivered SpeciFic Impulse N-sec/kg (lbf-sec/lbm) 3599.0 367.0 !
I I1I I I I I I III J
il) Non-Boundary Layer Heat Loss
Included in ODESpecific Impulse +










Param_,trie delivered engine specific impulses were generated using _he slmpli+
fled ,IANNAF method for I,O2/112 and LO2/CH4 expander cycle engines. The data
tnctndod a thrust range from 44_.8 N (100 lhf) to 13345 N (3000 lbf) and chamber
pressures from 68.95 N/cm + (lOft psla) to 689.5 N/cm + (lO00 pmla) and nogzle area
ratios from 200 to 1000. A series of three typos of plots were presented for
each propellant. Those included:
1. Oellvered engine specific impulse versus nozzle area ratio for param-
, etric chamber prese,Jreat constant thrust
2. Dellvered engine specific impulse versus thrust for parametric chamber
pressure at constant nozzle ratio
3. Delivered engine specific impulse versus chamber pressure for param-
etric thrust at constant nozzle area ratio
The LO2/N _ engine performance data presented in Fig. D-I through D-14 and the
LO2/CH4 d_ta is Fig. D-15 through D-28,
Note that the parametric data are presented over the entire study range of
thrust (444.8N, IO0 ibf to 13345 N, 3000 Ibf) and chamber pressure (68.95 N/em2,
i00 psla go 689.5 N/cm2, I000 psia). In using these data for mission studies it is
important to consider possible engine system design constraints in order to avoid
unrealistic design points. The parametric plots of delivered specific impulse
versus thrust for the 400-to-i area rati_ LO2/H _ and LO2/CH4 engines (Figures
D-6 and D-20, Appendix D) show the prelimlnar_ design points, thrust chamber
cooling constraints, and expander cycle power constraints which resulted from
this study. These constraints can be used to conservatively define feasible
engine system operating conditions over the range of thrust and chamber pressure.
D-I
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Parametric cngtna d_ons_on data wcr_ 8_nerated for both engtnog, bu_ only
the LO2/H 2 _nsinc da_a were plotted since the values o_ engine l(,nBth and
diameter wer_ ess_ntfally identlcal for the two engines. The parametric plots
in_ludedz
Engine Length_ (Fig, E-I through E-13)
1. Engine length versus nozzle area ratio for parametric chamber pressure
at constant thrust
2. Engine length versus chamber pressure for parametric thrust at constant
nozzle area ratio
3. Engine length versus chamber pressure for parametric area ratio at
constant thrust
Engine Diameter: (Fig. E-14 through E-21)
1. Engine diameter versus nozzle area ratio for parametric chamber•
pressure at constant thrust
2. Engine 4iameter versus chamber pressure for parametrlc area ratio at
constant thrust
Note that the parametric data are presented over the entire study range of thrust
(444.8 N, IO0 Lbf _o 13345 N, 3000 Lbf) and chamber pressure (68.95 N/cm2, I00
psla to 689.5 N/cm_, i000 psla). In using these data for mission studies it is
important to consider possible engine system design constraints in order to
avoid unrealistic design points. The parametric plots of delivered specific
impulse versus thrust for the 400-to-I area ratio LO2/ll_ and LOg/CH4 engines
(Figures I)-6and D-20 , AppendlxD) show the prellminar_ desfgn'points, thrust
chamber cooling constraints, and expander cycle power constraints which resulted
from this study. Thes_ constraints can be used to conservatively define feasible
engine system operating conditions ever the range of thrust and chamber pressure.
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l_arnm_,trle ontl;_m;weight f_,r the LO2/B2 and LO,_/CIt_ _,Xl):mdur cw, _. _,n_ln_ w,,r_,
'these parametric plott_ lnelud(_d:
1. Engi,no weight versus chamber pro_t3urc for pnrametric thr_at ar cm_st,m_C
nozzle aru rat to
2. l_nSino wull_ht v¢_r_ua nor, zle aroa ratio for parametric chamber pressuret
at conatant thrust
Note that the lmrametric data ace presented over the entire study rnn_e ll! thrust
(44h.8 N, I0(ILbf [o I_'145N, 3!100Lbf) and chamber pressure (61;,95N/era,
1011psla to (_8q.5 N/cm , tflilt} psia). In ustn_ these data for mission stud:it,s it
is important to consider possible engine system design constraints in order to
aboid unreal_stlcdu_i_n po[ats. The parametric plots of dellvered spoclflc
impulse versus thrust for the 400-to-I ar_a ratio LO.)/ll_and LO2/CII_,engines
(Flt:uresD-6 and 0--20,Appendix D) show the prelimLt_ar_design poifits_thrust
chamber cot_IfnRconstraintswhich resulted from this study. These m_nstralnts
can be triedto conservat{velydefine feasfble engine system operatlaB conditlons
over the range of thrust and chamber pressure.
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Figure F-I. Engine Weisht Var[a_lon With Nozzle Area Ratio and
Chamber Pressure (Thr_ast= 444.8N (lOOflb)
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Figure F-2. Ensine Weight Variation With NozzJ.eArea Ratio and
Ch_mlber Pressure (Thrust = 2224.1N (500 15f)
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l"ig_t'e F-.+,, E_glne WetL,?,ht V_:t+xtlon With No+;zte Are+t R+_I I_+ m_l




Figure F-4. Engine Weight Variation With Nozzle Area Ratio and
Chamber Pressure (Thrust = 13345N (3000 lb)
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Figure F-6. Engine Weight Variation Nith Ch_ber Pressure and
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, qFigure F-.. Engine Weight Variation With Chlm_bcr Pressure and
Thrust (Nozzle Area Ratio = lOOt])
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